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(Weekly Student Newspaper)

Dollars in C a s h P r i z e s t o
lie A w a r d e d W i n n e r s

Sj J Announcement of a "Tomokan
it picture Contest" open to all n
SHon of the Rollins Family has been
nade by Dudley Darling, Editor of
jhe 1941 Tomokan. Cash prizes
imounting to ?10 will be awarded
I L winners by the decision of the
adjudges. The pictures can be of any
5 fcbject, taken by any camera, a;
^'•ong us they have some direct reSBtionship to Rollins college life
c "Campus scenes, beach parties, fraBJernity life, classroom scenes, your
irsjiest friend — all might be made
S u b j e c t of your pictures. The •
c
- E t will close at 6 P. M., Jan. 31
r
elt t Following are the rules of the

Christmas Fund
Carries on to
Goalo[$700
Many Students Were
Never Contacted

"New Yorher" Influence Evident in Initial
tissue of Flamingo; Poetry Found Vague
The first edition of Editor Jess
Gregg's Flamingo has been off the
areas almost a month now and although this review lacks much in
timeliness, it may have gained
through reflection.
Ideas, like
Indue, have a way of solidifying if
allowed to simmer long enough,
•nd we're happy to be able to say
that after allowing ours to
thoroughly, our dominant impr
sion of this initial issue is that it
Is good.
In fact, some of it is more than
good, it's excellent. But we should
have said, "good, with reservations." The reservations, as far as
[we're concerned should be made for
some of the poetry which was modernly obscure, but not charmingly
»r profoundly so.
| First story in the magazine, both
by virtue of position and quality,
IS Associate Editor Sally McCaslin's
t h i e f in the Night." Using her
usual meticulous attention to small
detail with increasing skill, Sally
has given us a poignant story, once
again witlN a poor child the focal
point.
Without even pretending to analyze or comment on the plot, which
was an uncomplicated tale of the
hunch-backed child's experiences
In a Sunday School play, we know
that Sally has done the hard thing
— given us a moving and emotional
glimpse into the feelings of the
central figure. The ending is beautiful and extremely powerful. As
far u we're concerned, it's the best
l»f many good stories by Sally,
vhose Medusa-like coiffure on the
last page, executed by Mar Ann
Wilson, along with the rest
iketch, looks exceedingly gri i and
is not a flattering likness.
[ We might say here that the New
Vorker influence is definitely noliiceable in this issue of the Flamingo.
Miss McCaslin's story
Bight well have graced that journal's pages and the effort of Editor
Cregg and the irrespressible Rod
McArthur were both obviously patterned along the New Yorker's styling.

ORGAN VESPERS
Wednesday, January 15, 1941
7:30 P. M.
1. Chorale Prelude on
"Andernach"____Healey Willan
2. Andante, from
Sonata III
Bach
3. Nachtstueke
Schumann
4. Adagio, from Concerto
for viola
Handel
Erika Heyder, violist
5. May Night
Palmgren
6. Valse des
Fleurs
_ Tschaikowsky
(from Nutcracker Suite)
7. A Dream Mood, Foster-Nevin
8. Overture to Phedre, Massenet

Chairman Buckwalter Orders
Renewal of Student Drive

At the end of the fall term, the
Christmas Fund Drive came to a
rather sad end. The goal of seven
hundred dollars still stood unsullied
and unshaken through the generosity of the student body and the
Hntest:
laxness of certain members of the
N (1) All pictures are to be finished committee in charge of the drive.
in glossy prints. No print smaller
Upon investigation, it was shown
than 2 , /Jx3 , 4 shall be considered that approximately 250 students
tt:iinh^s special arrangement is made and 30 faculty and staff members
i'mt-ith the editor.
had not even been approached by
^ (2) All prints become the immc- the committee in regard to their
I i U property of the TOMOKAN. contributions. When this fact came
K O N I hat are not published in the out, Jack Buckwalter Chairman
jJoMOKAN, however, will be re- of the Christmas Fund immediately
etjturncd to their respective owners. decided that the drive should be
tuij! (3) Any print that has any mark continued under the name of the
i,of any kind on the back of it is li- Chapel Fund Drive, until every
tdpble for immediate rejection. (This student, faculty, and staff memujjs an engraving precation.)
ber had at least been contacted by
Uj, (4) All prints must be in the the Drive Committee.
o^ands of the Editor of the TOMOThis fund is absolutely necesJ t A N by 6 P. M., January 31.
sary for the carrying-on of the
jy (4) Decisions of the judges will various activities within the chapel;
be announced on May 15, the pub- such groups as the International
lishing date of the 1941 TOMO- Relations Club, the Inter-racial
Club, the Social Service Committee,
ffl (5) The judges shall be Robert 11 of them with a very definite
Ettfiurns, Dean Cleveland, Joanne Oak. nd well-deserved niche in the coriBoprofessor A. B. Trowbridge and er of extra-curricular activities
•ffl^John M. Tiedtke.
at Rollins, depend entirely upon
mi (6) Any one person may submit
Christmas Fund to carry on
p%s many different pictures as he der various functions. If the
Christmas Fund fails, they fail
=
(7) No prints in color will be acith it.
cepted. Negatives of any kind will
So if you are approached within
not be accepted.
the next week in behalf of the
(8) This contest is open to all Chapel Fund, give something, no
members of the "Rollins Family". matter how small it may have to
If you are in doubt as to whether be. If you fail to support the Chapel
you enter this classification please Fund Drive, you are in one sense,
•ee the Editor of the TOMOKAN. killing your own activities.

In "Still Life and Fish," despit
the fact that Gregg's main charac
ter lost much of its punch when hi
name was mistakenly spelle<
"Fountleroy" instead of "Fauntleroy," (thus making the story's introductory paragraph pointless).
The story moves along nicely from
that point. A rather macabre tale
in the best of Gregg tradition, it
concerns the trials of a quiet loverof-art, his favorite window display,
an incongruous and disturbing
painting and a slightly shrewish
wife, whose taste is all in her
mouth.
The idea is amusing but not intriguingly so, and we insist on intrigue with our whimsy, so we're
afraid that although Jess did his
best, it's too slight a tale. The
Gregg touch is there, though. Who
else could have his hero walk
"through the office, using clouds
for shoes!" Verdict: amusing, but
not A-1 Gregg.
As for Thomas Casey's, "For
Whom the Quarry Dies," we remember on glancing through the
place that it moved us, made us
sorry for the woman, Jenny, and
angry at the callous Knute, but for
the life of us we couldn't get any
satisfaction out of the ending. Was
it a short story or just a sketch?
It certainly presented a clash of
wills and a conflict but we never
could figure out in the end whether
Knute was going off hunting or
whether Jenny had actually convinced him she was sick and needed
a doctor. In the end, our exasperation won out over our admiration
for Casey's artistry. Tom, a newcomer to Rollins, is an assistant on
the staff of the Flamingo and has
written for "Coronet" and other nationally known publications.
Tad Cist's, "Night Echoes,"
.hows some imagination and much
proof that Mr. Cist is an amateur
radio specialist, with fine knowledge of what radio stations are apt
to be broadcasting from coast-tocoast.
Despite the fact that a native of
(Continued on Page 6)

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Pat Pritchard Given Lead in
Student Players' Production
Of "Candida" Opening Friday

tomokan Picture Contest
?fs Announced by Darling
K g
ett
T
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Rollins New Shell
Museum Will Open
Within Next Month

Pauline (Bobbie) Betz, Rollins Freshman who
Championship for the second straight year.

"France Forever" Group
Holds Exhibition For Funds
Rollins Graduate
Gives Loan Fund
The formal opening of the exhibition of a loan collection of notable in Brother's Name
paintings will be held tonight, Jan.
A b o u t 100 R a r e
Paintings
I n G r o u p on D i s p l a y H e r e

For

Ten Days

The Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum
constructed on the Rollins College
campus this Fall, will be opened
early in February for the permanent display of the valuable collection of shells presented to Rollins by Dr. J. H. Beal of Merritt
Island, it was announced yesterday
by E. M. Davis, director of the
Thomas R. Baker Museum of Natural Science at the college.
The attractive new stucco building, built to carry out the architectural motif of the Rollins campus,
is the gift of B. L. Maltbie, of Newark, N. J., and Altamonte, Fla., a
life-long friend of Dr. Beal.
Display cases for the shells are
now being installed in the building,
and Dr. Beal's shell collection,
which includes thousands of rare
and beautiful shells gathered from
every part of the world, will be pr
pared for exhibit as soon as th
work is finished, Mr. Davis said. The
cases will be illuminated with fluorescent lights to add to the effec^
tiveness of the unique display.

15. in Winter Park.
The exhibition of paintings rep- Harrison Cobb, '30, Develops
resenting the work of outstanding
Gold Mine and Uses It To
artists from the great masters
down to modern times, will continue
Relieve Plight of Students
for ten days. It is held for the
benefit of "France Forever," and
If more Eollins grads like Harwill be held in the Watermour
Building on East Park Avenue near rison Cobb would bump into
Rollins College.
"worthless" gold mines some of
Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of the undergrads wouldn't have such
The Great American Goof
Rollins College, heads a long list a hart time getting through college.
To be Glorified at Crazy
of distinguished patrons and pat- When M. Cobb was graduated from
Screwy, Loony Ball
of the event, which has
been organized by Madame Philippe [ Eollins in 1930, after working his
Taking their cues from
Davey of Paris, and her sister-in- j w a y through, he went to Colorado
law, Mrs. Maurice Rotival, n a u g h - | a n d l e a s e d w h _ t _ e e m e d t h e n t o b e Sandspur "This Is GHASTLY" column and several ensembles seei
ter of Dr. Holt, and Hugh McKean ,
nauseum on the campus here, the
-,, _,,,.
*__
,_•
• _ ' a worthless gold mine. He has apLambda Chis take malicious plear
of the Rollins Art faculty is assist- •. " " ' " " " 6
sure in inviting the college to £
ing in the arrangements.
parently now hit pay dirt, for reGhastly — Bad Taste — SurrealThe formal "preview" reception, cently a letter arrived at the Treasdance, at Dubsdread Country
which is to be preceded bv a num-! u r e r ' s Office from him, offering to
Club, this Saturday night, January
ber of dinner parties, will be held e s t a b l i s h a l o a n f u n d i n m e m 0 r y of
18.
at 8:30 tonight and lenders of the
There will be music, door prizes,
j
i ui
• t'„ „ !.-„„ his brother Franklin, who attended
noise for all, fun for some, and a
rare and valuable paintines have
big bowl of W. C. T. U. punch for
been invited to receive with Mme. Rollins only one year, 1930-1931.
Davey and Mrs. Rotival. Tickets' Mr. Cobb realizes the great need the less hardy patrons of the dance.
to the reception will be price at for gifts of this sort. In his letter Promptly at midnight, a cleverly
$1.00. Admission on the following he expresses the hope that the mixed shower of baboons and baldavs will be 50 cents, and brief lee- Franklin A. Cobb Memorial Fund loons, will be released, (former furhed by courtesy of the X Club)
tures will be offered by local art shall render "a very human service
authorities for added
interest, to those students who may, in fu- inside of which will be a sizeable
Hours will be from 2 to 6 o'clock ture years, need assistance as badly number of numbered slips of numin the afternoon for the public as did my brother Franklin, when bered paper.
The Committee on Fun has proshowings.
J h e w a s taxing his strength and viThese paintings are borrowed for! tality to support himself by work- posed a novel arrangement in order
the occasion from the homes of and
ing while
attending will
college."
the remainder
be used for to add to the suspense of the balleading Winter Park and Orlando i loans,
Half which
the fund
will will
have be
no invested
interest loon pursuit. Briefly, it calls for
art patrons and society leaders and on them if repaid within two years both Lucky and Unlucky slips.
comprise a display which is of re- after graduation, and will bear four Bring your numbered slips to the
markable artistic merit, distinct per cent interest per annum there- Prize Committee, and if you have
educational value and real popular after. At present there is about a Lucky number, you will receive a
interest.
two hundred dollars available for prize. Unlucky ticket holders have
The purpose of the loan exhibit
1. Drinking hemlock.
loans. All Rollins students should choice of:
is to raise funds toward the expense
be very grateful for this gift. It 2. Death on the rack. 3. Kissing
assist
the ambulance
Free French
Forces
of sending
drivers
to
Professor Riley Weinberg.
fighting with the British soldiers is a fine tribute to the memory of
Someone has suggested that we
in Africa. Twenty ambulances Franklin Cobb.
give what might be considered an
have been donated to the "France
acceptable sample costume for such
Forever" organization, with its
a dance. For some Rollins students
American headquarters in New
we say, simply wear your regular
I.R.C. MEETING
York City by the British-American
clothes. However, if you want somePOSTPONED
Ambulance Corps.
Drivers for
thing more conservative, we sugthese ambulances have already enThe International Relations gest a birdcage headdress, tux with
listed, and the sum of $25,000 is re- Club meeting scheduled for this
cummerbund and blue flannel shirt
quired to pay for transportation Thursday has been postponed
to match. The trousers should be
and maintenance of these volun- until next Thursday, at which
cut full . . . some favor an old poteers. The ambulances and drivers time Dr. Robert Mowat, visiting
tato sack, others nonchalantly pass
will be shipped to French Equator- Carnegie professor from Bristol
up this item entirely. As for footial Africa and driven overland
University in England and a wear, anything without hobnails is
through the French Sahara and the member of the A. R. P. will give
acceptable.
British Sudan to Egypt and Libya an informal talk a t a supper
There will be a prize for the first
where the campaign against the meeting in the K. A. house.
(Continued on Page 3)
Italians is now in progress.

Don Murphy Knocked Out of
Editor Darling
Masculine Lead by Threat
of Appendicitis
Announces 1941
Buckwalter,
Tomokan Staff Campbell,
Gregg, Laughead
Promises to Have Year Book
Out On Time — "Or Else"
By Paul Haley
The Tomokan staff has been appointed, their jobs have been assigned, and now all that remains is
work and hope, stated Dudley Darling in an exclusive interview. In
his talk Mr. Darling stressed a
three point program, which differs
radically in two respects from that
of the previous year.
Staff organization will remain
about the same as before; the main
differences in the editor's program
are: 1. There will be a huge staff of
photographers instead of just one
or two; 2. Editor Darling wishes
to extend through this article an
invitation to the students to drown
him in Lake Virginia if the year
book doesn't come out by May 15;
"May 15 or die," is the fiery slogan
which symbolizes the do-or-die
spirit of the 1941 Tomokan.
Literary Editor Alden Manchester couldn't be reached for a statement, but it is generally felt in
official circles that he will get the
best work possible out of his staff
of twelve. Photography Editor
Kelly also couldn't be contacted, but
an official of the Tontokan said
late last night that in this time of
national crisis, Kelly and his staff
of twelve may be relied upon.
Getting discouraged by this time,
your reporter made no attempt to
contact Art Editors Bob Burns and
Joanne Oak, but feels sure that if
he had tried he could have found an
(Continued on page 3)

Round Out Cast
By Alden Manchester
"Candida", George B e r n a r d
Shaw's high comedy of the romantic triangle, will be the Rollins student Players' third prodution of
the 1940-41 season, the first of the
new year. It will be presented Friday and Saturday, January 17 and
18, at 8:15 p. m., with a matinee
Saturday at 2:30.
The leading feminine role will be
taken by Patricia Pritchard. She
will play the Part of Candida, about
whom the triangle oscillates. Miss
Pritchard is a veteran Rollins performer, having played numerous
parts here. Her latest was the role
of Frieda in "Margin for Error",
from which she was snatched on
the last night to a hospital bed.
She has also had experience in summer theatre work, having spent a
season at the Band Box Theatre, in
Suffield, Conn.
John Buckwalter, president of
the student players and an actor
of long and varied experience on
the stage, will take the role of
Marchbanks, the young poet and
dreamer whose great obsessions
are Candida and beauty. Mr. Buckwaiter has had one of the most
interesting careers on the Rollins
stage. He has played a great variety of parts, his latest appearance
being in the Freshman Players'
"R. U. R." which he also directed.
He too has been in summer theatre,
having spent last summer at the
Cain Park Theatre in Cleveland
Heights, Ohio.
John Campbell, latest addition to
(Continued on page 2)

L C. A. to Give General MacArthur and Superman Attend
"Outward Bound," Disagree on Criticism
Ghastly-Bad Taste
By General Roderick MacArthur
SCENE: Annie Russell Theatre, the opening night of Outward Bound,
Surrealism Dance presented
by the Rollins Student Players. Two figures are seated in the
audience looking toward the stage. One is a long-haired, pseudo-radical,
with a press card in his hatband, named Roderick. The other is a Superman in a black cloak with a black hood, named Superman.
ACT I
Roderick: There goes the curtain. This ought to be good.
Superman: Ho hum, same old play . . . Broadway . . . Summer
theatre, six times, and now . . . ho hum.
Rod: Say, isn't that a beautiful set! Two shades of gray and a rich
red? Very modern. The Rollins theatre seems to be looking up.
Super: Is that the proper thing for this play? Not bad though. You
can't tell me that Donald S. Allen fellow did such a thing all by himself.
Someone must have brought pressure on him.
Rod: Oh, I think Mr. Allen deserves a lot of credit for it. How. does
Folk Sellman seem to get just enough kindliness and strength into his
portrayal of Scrubby ?
Super: He shouldn't be so old. (Superman slumps in his seat).
Rod: I tried out for that part. Wanted to do it like Mr. Brink in "On
Borrowed Time."
Super: That would have been quite incorrect.
Rod: I know that now. Ah, here comes Sue Turner and Don Murphy
as the young couple. They're awfully good, aren't they?
Super: I'm glad to see it — glad to see it. Murphy will dethrone Dudley Darling as the number one student actor. As for the Turner girl,
Rollins has been in need of a good actress for some time. (Superman
starts suddenly) Great Scott! Who did the girl's hair? It's the most
ghastly thing I've seen. Why doesn't that Andre fellow go back to
designing Egyptian pottery and leave the struggling actress alone ?
Rod: (turning to Superman) Aren't you being unduly critical? This
pJay isn't so bad. For instance, you certainly can't say Jack Campbell
't natural as his casual, glamor-voiced self. He makes a charming
drunken Prior.
Super: And a very shaggy stage appearance. (Superman slumps
lower in his seat). People just seem to keep coming on and off in this
act. I don't get the impression that anything is happening.
Rod: Oh, now, I think this a very interesting act.
ACT II
Rod: Ah, now you can't be bored. The story situation is being revealed.
All those people are dead.
Super: I should be too if it weren't for Joseph Knowles. His blustering
the only thing that keeps me awake. And there's Carrow Tolson!
i's an earnest chap. Keeps right in there, saying his lines one after
another.
Rod: But look what a stately black figure Carrow cuts, and what a
handsome face and beautiful wavy hair. And Joe Knowles, I think, is
much better in spots when he becomes the elderly, whimsical joker.
Charlotte Stout as Mrs. Cliveden-Banks adds lots of color to the show.
She has a lot of extremely clever lines.
Super: All properly mistimed, unpunctuated, and given out to the
most unappreciative audience this side of Lapland. If she could just
manage to lapse into an Irish dialect, I'm sure the audience would
think her lines were very funny. (Superman takes a marshmellow from
the folds of his cloak and squashes it gainst the back of the neck of the
lady in front of him). Cliveden-Banks seems a bit stereotyped — must
a dowager always wear a pince nez ?
(Continued on Page 6)

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

NEWS FROftToUR CAMPUS CORRESPONDENTS
THE FRATERNITIES
NUSETTES
Poop II and Droop IV
The vacation is thoroughly over
with the boys are back for a rest
We understand that Butch and Esse
had a good vacation see-sawing
from one home to the other. Bob
Ruse went to Baltimore to work for
Ruse and Co. John Putney and
Grandma went to Cuba to see the
sights where they shared a bun together in Sloppy Joe's. It is
that Al Roosevelt, Joe Fribley, and
one Diane, and others were !
haunting the premises of the
Club Lido at Sarasota. The Distant
Heart Club members, Griffin and
Swan, enjoyed many rapturous
hours at home by the fireside (Wi
Woo!!) Julio Steffens spent most
of the holiday chasing back and
forth between Shaker Heights and
the White House, dodging the
Naval Reserve Draft Board. Young
Lochinvar (Jack Ruth) gave his undivided attention to his not-so-worthy profession (wolfing) and set a
forest of hearts afire. Whiteley,
Campbell and Pratt drove North
en masse to Washington. Minko
tells us that he devoted his entire
holiday to his extra-curricular activities and the beach at Miami.
Collins and Murphy happneed to be
in Chicago at the same time, but
somehow didn't know it. Steadyboy Dana visited friends at Daytona Beach, and one J. H. in Orlando. Shorty and Mama Barnes
tooted around together at Palm
Beach. And now, last but not least,
we come to the hep-hep Stanley
salesman, Everett Farnsworth who
devoted his entire time to clothes
and cloths-brush industries. He
says, "Business is really looking
up in Mass." Yea, looking up to
Maine, eh, Farnsie?
K. A. KAPERS
Gordon Laughead received a
slight brain concussion Saturday.
When he woke up Sunday night,
he found himself a K. A. pledge.
Congratulations to Shorty Philips
for his appointment as assistant
proctor at Chase Hall; Jimmie McHugh is now occupying his room.
The pledges have completed the
much-talked-about dock. It's built
with the art and finesse of a Grecian Monastery since the designer
sent head engineer Boulton plans
of Kolouris' preparatory school.
"Single Wing" Biddle was throwing grapefruit at the pledges with
his good arm. We're all very glad
that it's built wide enough so
there's no danger of stepping on
peoples heads when we're holding
affairs here. Mack has finally gotten a car later than a '24 model.
It's only drawback is the difficulty
that incurrs in conversation between occupants of the back and
front seats. That is all of the news
from home except that we are all
immensely pleased with the prospect of classes and books and classes for the coming term. P. S. Blackwood and Smokey shot 28 quail
on the Knowles estate in Leesburg.
PHI DELT TID BITS
Back in the swing of things again
and it dies seem good to be back.
All back on time and raring to go.
Floss has presented a certain girl
at home with a sparkler and it has
been rumored that he is to have
this girl here during Spring vacation. "Grumpy" has lost his snarl
and bark and is smiling again.

GUST'S
Repair Shop

Ronnie Green has regained his
glamour in the way of a detachable tooth — that is just to make
up for the hair that he lost over
the holidays — you sat up rathe:
high in the chair, didn't you Ron
nie? George Estes was heard to
remark "I've been happier these
past three months than I have ever
been before." Another question of
the week. What was George doing
behind the grandstand during the
intermission of the tennis matches
on Sunday? — No, you're wrong;
his girl was with him. Dick Rodda
was elected captain of the switch
team for the coming year at a meeting and practice of the switch team
on Friday night. Mannie Brankert
missed the last three days of switch
practice due to a hang-nail. Mannie
has been the star back for the
Club for the past three years.

Hank and Nancy are hitting things
off fine and our problem child is
running around in a confused state
of mind, similar to a certain guy
named Hicko, who was in our midst
last year. "Pugy" and Marion of
Brooks, Incorporated, seem to hit
it up pretty well. Clyde spent the
vacation with Sally in Maine and
from what he has said, the vacation was a very enjoyable one.
The Phi Delts are very honored
that the Kappas have decided to
be friendly with them. We were
very surprised that on Saturday
after lunch they all flocked around
us and claimed that all was well
again. Let us try and keep this up
from now on, because after all last
year we were very friendly. Room
310 is Monte Carlo and a very busy
LAMBA CHI COMMENT
place. The room is usually very
By Ira Yopp
crowded and in the midst of thick
Good evening Mr. and Mrs.
smoke and racket can be found
Floss, Mac, Bob, Bill, and Gryn- America. Let's go to press. — Flash
kraut. All's well for the week end — Little Eddie Weinberg, the speed
demon of the Sandspur Bowl, this
ing January 11, 1941!
week reported for varsity football
practice and was immediately given
X CLUB EXCERPTS
The return from the Christmas personal tutoring by Coach Jack
holidays finds the membership de McDowall. Touch football lost a
creased by two with W. W. "Baldy' prominent figure but we hope that
Whitehead and "Jawn" Hoar among their loss is Coach McDowall's gain.
Every-one returned from vacathe missing. Needless to say, these
members will be greatly missed, tion full of high spirits. (And I
Wils with his model airplanes soar- don't mean fire water) — All meming out over the horseshoe as well bers and pledges reported before
as in the front room of the Club, mealtime except Blalock who couldand Hoar for numerous feats, the n't leave the little woman in Sandoutstanding of which was his night- hill — If you see a fellow walking
ly lectures on matters of state. The around with a long face in a daze,
atmosphere about the club resum- don't make fun of him. It's only
ed a certain amount of normalcy Royall counting the days until
with the return of Bob Whiston Eleanor returns. — That put-putfrom the windy city. Ella, the boys put you hear on the lake is Matare Shirley glad to see him back. thews and his speed boat. "Boss"
01' Man Pitman with Evil de Cham- Acree, "Cupper" T a l t o n and
bers and Janet Jones as passen- "Porky" Wharton seem to be havgers returned from the tennis ing fun among themselves. We
ches an hour later than the don't see how they stand it though.
girls closing time. The excuse used "The German" Steinfelt is quite
that they had had a flat tire satisfied now that he knows that
which we think is not very a comp- he still has a girl back home. —
limentary a remark to be used from Make room for Bowes now, girls.
His leg is getting well fast and it
e Clubber to another.
won't be long before he can walk
Congratulations are in order to down to the lake-front. — Maybe
Eddie Alloo for his fine work in Crawford and Combs should take
the Dixie tennis tournament held up music in earnest. Both can
in Tampa this past week-end. We tickle the ivories pretty well. —
might add that were it not for the Matthews, Sedlmayr, and Kasten
necessary comuting, Eddie Amark went to Miami for the air races.
would have been destined to meet We haven't heard the latest report
his Rollins cohort. (We mean Alloo, but it is a known fact that they
not Ballinger). Special messengers didn't go alone. — The two fellows
report that Tad Cist has been seen sporting the bright sun tans are
wending his way tp and from Pugh and Albert. They must have
Strong hall by way of Cloverleaf. had the sun all to themselves. There
His explanation is that he must go wasn't much anywhere else. — If
where the paths lead — pretty anyone should ask you, Kelly
weak Tad. Bob McCorkle finally snores. If you don't believe so ask
purchased the foreign car with Combes. — We don't know what
which he has been threatening the Bowes and Weatherell were up to
Clubbers for the past three years— Saturday night, but it didn't look
the foreign part is that it was for- so good. (They finally had to go out
merly owned by a Greek from Man- alone) — We were visited Saturday
hasset. Why is it Bill Chick's car night by Jim Barnum, newly elected
is always undergoing repairs when president of the chapter a t SouthJanelle wants to use it?
ern College.
Bill Affleck and Paul Meredith
seem to have something in comS. P. OMENS
mon by the name of Phyllis Baker,
Now that the Christmas vacation
but just what the story is both of
is
only
a
fond memory or a bad
the boys seem rather reticent to
say. Dave Low or "Young Abraham hangover, the boys of S. P. O. are
settling
down
with renewed vim
Lincoln" as he was christened by
Alloo — has thrown in his heart to the task of retaining the scholarfor a bit of exercise on the intra- ship trophy for a third year. The
general report of the group as a
mural basketball court.
Based on the rumblings heard re- whole on fall term grades was
sounding from the birdcage (Mac- reasonably satisfactory; but with
Briars room), rumor has it that he a few fellows below the usual stanis proposing to add a bass part to dard, we are giving some encouragthe "Call for Phillip Morris" with ing prods in the directions where
Johnnie. Jack Myers has sent in they are most needed (in this rean application to the Sanford Or- spect, the age-old custom of padlando Kennel Club for a position as dling might come in handy.)
Reports on the reunion of S. P. 0.
a jockey since the puppies have
been taking him for a bit of a ride alumni, actives, and pledges in New
York during the holidays were very
with no payoff.
gratifying. It is hoped that this

ROLLINS PRESS STORE
Stationery

Keys Made
•
Trunks Opened
120 E. Welbourne Ave.
Winter Park

hatboxes, claiming she had every
thing. But when she arrived ir
Jacksonville, she discovered she had
divulged much to the rest about left her coat a t Rollins, — and she
GAMMA PHI DATA
the trip, so we'll be kept guessing was proceeding to Minnesota, where
By Terry Dean
they were in the midst of their cold
Now that we're all in the swing for a while. Good-bye for now, a
est weather and worst snow-storm
and I am out of the sling, I'll try more news next week—till th>
since 1880.
Happy
Homecoming
to
Y'all.
to bring you a bit of idle chatter
about the Gamma Phi's.
CHI O CAPERS
PI PHITES
Here are some sane resolutions
Well, Well — we're back again
Here we are back at the grind
made on dates unknown:
after a very Merry Christmas, (obviously) and we agree with
Lambie Pie: "Not to attend any
Some were eager to be back, and everyone else that it seems like
more classes than necessary."
others are counting the days until MUCH longer than a week. Now
H. Darling: "Not to work quite
Spring. We have already had two let's talk about the holidays —
so hard this semester."
birthdays since we came back, Miss just love to look back on th
Randy: "To never smile again
Green's and Lolly's. Lolly took ad Of course, everyone had a wonder(Isn't that awful.)"
vantage of hers to break her New ful time. Jean Norris emerged
Lou: "Put Tomato Hill on the Year's resolution.
from the Christmas rush with an
map."
Pat went quail hunting and cook' engagement ring (remember Bill?)
Stevie: "To slumber on indefinToni and Dot each found a brand
ed
it
up
for
us
in
the
house,
and
itely."
can she cook! Urn! Betty went home new car in their stockings. And
Jeanie and Fran: "Not to fight
Margo brought back a little Ford
for the week-end to see her
with each other any more than
that has lots of prsonality. Gloria
niece, Katrina Louise. Lolly
necessary."
Hazel and Smokey went to the Burke made a quick jaunt to Cuba.
Rita: "To bring everyone back to
beach (but not together). Bobbie Watsie divided her time between
her now."
Brokaw went to Jacksonville Satur- Marion in Tampa, and Bebe and the
"Felicia: "To sleep half the day.'
Brooks twins in St. Petersburg,
day.
Joanne: "To learn Dante's In
Betty Hall came back early to visit
It certainly is nice having Bundy
ferno to equal my suite-mate's bed
in Orlando. Shuttsy got a little con^
back,
but
we'll
miss
seeing
so
much
time stories."
fused and had to wire frantically
N. Sproul: "To stay on one of Barbara Brown, who has gone around the country to find out just
home to live.
track."
when school did start after the
As long as other columnists say holidays. Not much to say about
Terry: "To come down to earth
in more than o ne respect from now what they think of current movies, this first week back with the Rollins
we think we can too, so we'll say family-except that we're awfully
Erika: "To make the press. (I how much we liked "The Letter". glad Ann Pattee and Blackie have
It has then endorsement of Flori- decided to give the Beanery a
didn't do this, so help me.)"
da Gamma Chapter of Pi Beta Phi chance at last!
N. Thurman : "To get into Gam(now all we have to do is send a
ma Phi or else
M. Hansen: 'Not to act so sober copy of this to Hollywood, and it'll
PHI MUSINGS
get the Academy Award ?) Does
from now on.'
Well, Happy New Year everyanybody ever enjoy reading this
S. Turner: To change contacts
body
—
for
the last time — we
column anyway, and who reads it
this summer."
besides the Pi Phis, and we know just wanted to be sure everyone
J. Balch: ' Do away with all
what we're doing, or do we ? Ed. was included, so now we can start
cramming."
Note: Your Editor is a devoted with a clean conscience.
F.
Harris: "Make the crew reader, as is the Linotype operator
Christmas vacation and Christagain."
mas presents are a thing of the
and our Proofreaders.
Toy: "Be on every boat when it
past at this point, but there are
sails and stay out of automobile
ALPHA PHI NOTES
some which are still worth menaccidents."
By (Lillian Ryan)
tioning. For instanc, Janie Ruth's
CHRISTMAS VACATION
delayed wedding trip to Georgia
KAPPA GLAMMA
Where, and How we. spent it
and that adorable new house which
By Matilda's Cousin
Phillippa Herman, our dramatic will be ready for occupation March
The first week back finds the
proverbial Kappa Glamma ram- protegee, flew to Philadelphia. Why first. And there's also that ring
pant! Jean is glowing with that the h u r r y ? ? Well, she claimed she with lots and lots of diamonds in
look in her eyes, both of them! Dig- needed more time to catch up on it which Barby Bryant got for
Christmas, which she swears up
gers and Esso have developed an her much-needed sleep.
Mary and Janet claim they spent and down doesn't mean a thing.
interest in the circus and went all
but we can't help wondering? And
a
good-old-fashioned
Christmas,
the way to Sarasota today just to
see one, and the rest of us spend even to the slow trip home by train. say, wait until you see that smooth
a lot of time just being in awe Mary went home to Detroit, while blue evening dress Santy brought
of having such nuisances as classes Janet invaded snow-clad Massachu- Luverne, which w ain't seen nothin'
like bfore!
setts.
and studying to do, and go to.
Anne Searle proceeded further
As for Polly, Dee, Helen T. and
Back from the West are Bebe
and Betty Mack, full of enthusiasm into the warm tropics, down West Jeanie Hamaker, we can't tell you
for the home town lads. The Flori- Palm Beach way. Jean Heidrich much — it's been censored — exstayed
at
her
home
in
Orlando,
and
cept that they were mighty happy
dian femmes Betty B. and Patty
show evidence of much beach-war- gave a shower for Marjorie Branch when they got off the train here
ming, and the Northern contingent Merrill, and commuted to Daytona in Winter Park. We might even
say they were in high spirits.
are still buzzing, with the excep- Beach to see Dick.
Eugenie and Betty T. remained in
tion of Eleanor, last seen at The
If you've been wondering about
Stork Club, Twenty One.etc., who Winter Park, as did Ellen Chad- that blooming countenance Louise
was forced into a rest cure to re- wick, to participate in the social Windham's been displaying of late,
cover. Ethel Mack remains loyal activities and keep an eye on the we'll let you in on a little secret.
to Joisey, which must be pretty nice college — in case of fire, or other Oakley "The Senator" Andrews
after all, from the way she looks liabilities.
was home for the holidays. Marelle
Lillian drove back to Maxwell came back with a gleam in her eye,
—orchids to Ethel, for an all time
high in "what the well-dressed girl Field in Montgomery, with her too, but that might mean 'most
mother, to eye the progress of the anything — either a fight with
will wear."
Jackie went to Cuba, but hasn'i national defense program in the Herman (she likes to have you
Air Corps.
pronounce it Hoiman) or else a
Priscilla visited her parents in sweet reconciliation, so take your
affair can become an annual event;
Florida's
West
Coast
Play-ground,
choice.
although Fowler hopes that he
And as for Norine, she returned
won't have to play the host every Sarasota, where she claims she
lived the quiet life.
from Miami with the smug anyear.
Ginny Meyers viewed the night- nouncement that she has a job
This past week-end, S. P. 0. had
the pleasure of entertaining the life in Philadelphia, while her after graduation, if she wants to
executive secretary of Delta Chi Cloverleaf suite mate landed her- take it! Some people!
fraternity and several of the active self in the hospital for a minor opmembers of the Florida chapter, eration, during the holidays. When
who came down from Gainesville. she returned today, we were all at
With Newmark safety tucked away the train to greet her.
Now we must not fail to mention
in Miami, we were able to entertain the group quite favorably, and j the sad predicament that Marge
it is to be hoped that we may see ! McQueen found herself in. She ginamong trunks and
more of these fellows in the future. ' g e r l y lcit h e

O'Neal-Branch Co.
39-43 E. Pine St.
Phone 3051
Orlando

"Candida" is one of Shaw's ™
standing works, and although j,
was written over forty-five yea*.
ago, it has a timeliness today tW
is remarkable. The theme is of y^
successful and busy minister ^U
is dependent on his wife for those
"little things*' that keep him a*.
ing, and of the young poet ^
sees only beauty and understand^
in her soul and cannot bear to $&
her doing everyday, sordid task
He longs to take her away froBj
it all where there will be only
beauty and loveliness. The pu
builds to a climax, contrasting the
physical strength of Morrell and
his dependence on Candida, wja
the physical weakness and moral
fibre of Marchbanks, and his gr^t
need of Candida's beauty and fla,
derstanding.
Rollins' list of stage favorites, ^yj
portray Morrell, Candida's minj,
terial husband and the third figute
in the triangle. Mr. Campbell j s a
relative newcomer to Rollins, but
his work in the Intramural DR.
matic Contest and as Tom Prior
in ""Outward Bound" have won hint
acclaim and a reputation that most
actors acquire only after long years
of hard work. Before coming to
Rollins, he worked at the Band
Box Theatre with Miss Pritchan!
this summer. There he played I
several leads, including one oppoJ
site Rollins' latest contribution to
Broadway, Irene Corlett, hereto.
fore known as Deedee Hoenig.
Other members of the cast wiU
include Gordon Laughead as Lexj,
the Curate; Jess Gregg as Brugess,'
Candida's father; and Jane Parks:
as the stenographer Prossy.
Candida is finally called on to
make the choice between the two
men, both of whom are in desperate
need of her for totally different
reasons. Her decision is the high
point of the play, and will leave the
audience sitting on the edgi
their seats.
Ed. Note: An uncomfortable
ture.
Tickets are now on sale at the
box-office of the Annie E
Theatre from 4 to 6 p. m., ever*
afternoon. Students may obtaip
tickets on presentation of their Stihf
dent Association tickets at the boxoffice.

RAY GREENE
— Rollins Alumnus

•
Real Estate Broker
Tel. 400

Park Ave.

Come in . . .

BLUE ANCHOR
SHOP
532 E. Park Av

Hall Bid?

BRINGING:

•
•
•

Knitting Bags
Unusual Jewelry
Kerchieves and
Occasional Wearing
Apparel
Egyptian Copper, Old Glass
and Strange Things from
Other Lands
FRANCES S. FREEMAN

John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

Orange Laundry

The Studious
in Need of
a "LOAFER"

AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

ROYAL

Typewriter Headquarters

Just

in . . .

.

AH makes used typewriters
PHILCO RADIOS

Bennett Electric
Shop
Phone 434

Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
for typing
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
L. C. Smith and Corona
Typewriters
Desks and Office Chairs

(Continued from Page 1)

THE SORORITIES

Sales and Service
"We Repair Anything"

15j^

E. Park Ave.

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY
29 E. Pine St.

Orlando

Phone 5114 — 5115

SOUTHERN DAIRIES
Sealtest Ice Cream
is served exclusively in the Beanery
SPECIAL FOR JANUARY

Chocolate Marshmallow Royale
Pineapple Pies

NEW SPRING COTTONS
Casual, comfortable loafer
jackets made of sturdy corduroy in beige color. You'll
like their huge, saddle-bag
pockets, their four-button
fronts and rayon satin linings. Small, medium and
large sizes.

$7.95
Y-D—Men's Fashion Corner
Street Floor

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

BEACH WEAR
Let Us Tailor Your

BATHING SUITS AND ROBES

SPRING
SUITS

DATE DRESSES

$25.00 and up

R. C. BAKER

Lohr-Lea Shop
Phone 12

East Park Avenue
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Young Graduate Rollins' Adult
MayLandJunior Education Plan
In Full Swing
Assistant's Job
United S t a t e s Civil S e r v i c e
Commission Announces N e w
Competitive E x a m s
The United States Civil Service
Commission has announced an open
competitive examination under the
title of Junior Professional Assistant, at a salary of $2,000 a year.
The purpose of this examination is
to recruit young college graduates
for junior professional and scientific positions in the Federal Government. Optional branches included in the examination this year
(all in the junior grade) are: Administrative technician, agronomist, animal nutrition, biologist,
(wildlife), business analyst, chemist, economist, engineer, forester,
geologist, home economist, horticulturist, legal assistant, meteorologist, physicist, range conservationist, soil scientist, writing and
editing assistant, zoologist (parasi tolgy).
A 4-year college course leading
to a bachelor's degree is required,
with major graduate or undergraduate study in the field of the
optional subject chosen. Senior or
graduate students now in attendance at institutions of recognized
standing, may be admitted to the
examination subject to their furnishing during the existence of the
eligible register proof of completion of the required course prior to
July 1, 1941. Applicants must not
have passed their thirty-fifth birthday.
Applications must be on file with
the U. S. Civil Service Commission
at Washnigton, D. C , not later
than January 20 if received from
states east of Colorado, and not
later than January 23, 1941, if received from Colorado and states
westward.
Further information and application forms may be obtained from
the Secretary of the Board of U. S.
Civil Service Examiners at any
first or second-class post office, or
from the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

• Editor Darling
(Continued from Page 1)
official source to assure him that
Burns and Oak and their staff
would turn out work of high quality
in record time.
Mr. Darling announced that there
is going to be a candid camera contest, of which there will be more
news later. He also stated that
there is still room for ambitious
students and that it will be no
trouble to find work for a few more
people who would like to be on one
of the various Tomokan staffs.

Many Local Residents and
Winter Visitors Are
Taking Courses
By Alice Newcomer
The Adult Education program,
an organized feature of Rollins
College since 1936, opened Monday,
January 6, with a lecture by Robert
Mowat. This program has been organized as a memorial to Dr.
Thomas Chalmers. The program
consists of lecture courses and
study courses; registration is required for the latter but not for
the former. The course concludes
March 19.
The faculty for this course includes some members of the Rollins
faculty, professors of other colleges
and other well informed speakers.
The contributors this year will be
Louis Alber, Alonzo Baker, Dr.
Thomas Bailey, Dr. Helen Cole,
Hayne Davis, Dr. Richard Feuerstein, Edwin Granberry, Dr. Edwin
Grover, Dr. Alfred Hasbrouck,
Christopher Honaas, Dr. Phyllis
Hutchings, Antonia Lamb, Dr.
James Leuba, Hugh McKean, Dr.
John Martin, Dr. William Melcher.
Dr. Robert Mowat, Dr. Ellwood
Nance, Constance Ortmayer, Dr.
Fred Lewis Pattee, Dr. Harry R.
Pierce, Virginia Robie, William L.
Roney, Dr. Jessie Rittenhouse Scollard, Charles A. Steel, Clarence K.
Streit, and Ruth Swett.
The three principal lecture series
will be on International Relations,
Current Human Affairs, and Literary Traditions. The International
Relations lectures will be given on
Thursdays at 10:00; the Current
Human Affairs lectures, on Mondays and the Literary Traditions
on Tuesdays, at 4:00.
The study courses include the
study of antiques, etching, creative
writing, Hispanic American relations, and conversational Spanish.
Other features are music appreciation, and the astronomical open
houses.
One of the outstanding single
events will be the debate on Union
Now by Clarence K. Streit, author
of the book by the same name, and
Hayne Davis, authority on international peace through justice. This
will take place Feb. 10, at 8:15 at
the High School Auditorium.

• L. C A . to Give
(Continued from Page 1)
couple to arrive, but not for the
last to leave, unless Dean Cleveland provides that one. There will
also be a prize for the most
GHASTLY couple and a consolation prize for all those left standing at the end. (Rod McArthur
and Frank Bowers will not be allowed to compete for the most
GHASTLY prize, on grounds of
professionalism.)

STEAM HEATED
THURSDAY - FRIDAY!
ANN SOUTHERN
LEW AYRES
C. AUBREY SMITH — i n

In the absence of President Dick
Rodda, Betty de Giers conducted
the first meeting of the Student
Council for the winter term.
The omnipresent problem of the
college band was reopened when
Bob Matthews reported his progress with Mr. Sturchio, band director, concerning winter concerts
to be given by the band to pay
for the use of the high school auditorium. Although no date has been
set for the first concert, Mr. Sturchio assures the council of his full
Professor Buell Trowbridge, Instructor in Religion at Rollins, who cooperation.
has returned after a term's absence.
"Diggers" next brought forth
her brain-child of the evening. It
is as follows: Instead of holding
morning classes on the day school
Thrills, color, action and excite- closes for spring recess, these
ment are the order of the day at the classes, with the consent of the
Vogue Theatre, where "Santa Fe deans, will be held the afternoon
Trail" has its first local showing to- of Founder's Day, or some Saturmorrow. With Errol Flynn and day afternoon. This will lengthen
Olivia de Havilland topping the the vacation and will enable more
big-name cast, and Michael Curtiz students to leave campus on trips.
as the director, "Santa Fe Trail"
Memorandums will be sent by the
promises to top even the thrills of Council to all departments remind"Charge of the Light Brigade," and ing them that on May 1 and itemized account of expenses up to that
"Dodge City."
time, and estimated expenses for
The Santa Fe Trail has had a the remainder of the year, must be
long, glorious and sometimes bloody submitted. A letter to Dr. Holt
history. More a living thing than from Lester Harris of the Home
a cross-continental route, it wended Guard Unit of the American Legion
its way from "bloody" Kansas to was presented. The meeting was
Wicked Santa Fe, back in the days then adjourned.
when Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
was the last outpost of civilization.

The Vogue Theatre

Two Thread
Sheer Beauty

Positions Under Plan Will
Give Students Vacation
Work

Applications Must Be
Filed by January 20
The United States Civil Service
Commission has announced an examination under the title of "Student Aid" for positions in the Federal Government. Usually employment in these positions is for work
during the school-vacation periods
Upon the close of the work season,
appointees may be furloughed to
return to their college studies, and
reemployed in succeeding seasons
Upon completion of their academic
training, they may be recalled at
Government Student Aids with op>
portunities for advancement to the
professional service.
Applicants must have completed
at least 3 years of college study,
and must have formally indicated at
the college or university their intention of majoring in the optional
subject chosen in the Student Aid
examination. Junior students i
in attendance at institutions of
cognized standing may be admitted
to examination, subject to t
furnishing during the existence of
the eligible register proof of the
successful completion of their
junior college year prior to July 1,
1941. Applicants may not enter
the examination who completed the
third year of college study prior
to May 1938.
The duties of these positions
are to perform simple subprofessional tasks connected with the
practical application of the principles of one of the sciences in the
following optional branches: Agricultural economics; agronomy; animal husbandry; biology (wildlife);
economics; engineering; forestry;
geology; home economics; horticulture; metallurgy; plant pathology; public administration, political science, history, or sociology;
range management; soils; statistics.
Applications must be filed at the
Commission's Washington office
not later than January 20, if received from States east of Colorado and States westward. Applicants must not have passed their
thirtieth birthday. This age limit
does not apply to veterans receiving veteran preference, up to the
retirement age.
Further information and application forms may be obtained from
the Secretary of the Board of U. S.
Civil Service Examiners at any
first or second-class post office, or
from the U. S. Civil Service Com, Washington, D. C.

For Underwood Portables
CALL

Launderers •

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange
15 S. Main St.
Phone 6158

Orlando

Drycleaners

202 E. PARK AVE.

Phone 49

We cater to Rollins . . . .
$1.00
79c

COME IN

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Prescription Druggist

Fountain Service

Opposite Colony Theatre

Phone 402

DATSON DAIRIES
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy Products
Winter Park Phone 287R

Kvam
US.Government Charmbury,
Open 1941 Faculty CA. A. Students
Recital Programs
Offers Students
To Get Full
Many New Jobs
Course Credit

AMERICAN

For Dress Wear Silk
ENSIGN AND COMMANDER'S
WIFE . . . These are the roles
played by Robert Taylor and Ruth
Hussev in "Flight Command,"
thrilling story of the U. S. Air
Force, in which Taylor stars as a
Pensacola graduate assigned to a
famous
flying
squadron
commanded by Walter Pidgeon. Opening Saturday on the Colony screen,
are Paul Kelly, Shepperd Strudwick and Nat Pendleton.

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY!
ROSALIND RUSSELL
MELVYN DOUGLAS in
"THIS THING CALLED LOVE"

De Giers Offers
Design for Living
For Spring Recess

$1.50

SAT. - SUN. - MON.

SKY-HIGH THRILLER!

Popeye Cartoon
Travel News

For about five years, every year at this time an organization
with a long title and a much greater task and goal calls the people
of the United States to arms: The National Foundation for Inthroughout the counfantile Paralysis asks every man and
L to the most humane
try to contribute as much or little as
fight, the fight against poliomyelitis.
Unrealized by many, an invisible v :s takes its toll every day.
Its victims are not selected from si e small group; every child
or young adult, rich or poor, healthy ( iveak, can be contaminated
and thus ruined for life. Every day i
: people become cripple:
burdens to their families and communities, because a living poison
destroys their spinal cords. But it need not be. Chemists, bacteriologists, anatomists, research workers in all biological fields
might find ways to detect the secrets of the virus, to fight it, and
finally to wipe out the disease, if they had sufficient funds to pursue
their investigations. Hospitals and practical physicians know of
methods that would restore many a victim, if they only had the
necessary apparatus and personnel.._ Iron lungs, doctors, splints,
sprays, and physiotherapists are the soldiers and weapons in this
fight. But they have to be paid and bought.
President Roosevelt's birthday is the day of sacrifice for the
common interest. In his name, America should unite against a
ruthless enemy: Infantile Paralysis.
Lend an open ear to the requests you will hear in favor of this
cause; do not think that it does not concern you. One for all and
all for one is the true slogan in this fight where the individual is
pitifully powerless, but where united action will bring untold
benefits.
Your dime, together with the one from your friend and the one
from every other man will help to save lives, to cure sick ones, to
prevent illness for many. And that is more than a dime usually
do.
Rudolph Toch.

NYLON hose the sensation
of the hosiery business.
Cedar and Frosty Maple

'MAISIE WAS A LADY"

„•* Ruth HUSSEY
W a l t e r PIDGEON
Paul
Shepper.
.KELLY • STRUDWICK
Hit PENDLETON

Your Dime Will Do It

Humming Bird
Hosiery

COLONY
•

SANDSPUR

Orlando Phone 9835

148 W. South St., Orlando

Your nearest Drug Store
FREE DELIVERY

FOR EXTRA PROMPT AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
ON HOME OR AUTO RADIOS — CALL 115

iAfRD-u-

HP

RADIO SERVICE

Work Called for and Delivered

RCA Victor Radios

The Fourth Annual Faculty Recital Series opened last Friday evening with a concert by IV^r. Walter
Charmbury, pianist, and Mr. A.
Kunrad Kvam, 'cellist. They were
assisted by Mr. Walter H. Trampviolinist, and Mr. Dante Bergonzi, violist.
In all numbers the performance
as finished and the ensemble very
good. In the Beethoven Opus No.
2 the balance of tone between the
piano and 'cello was not very good
— in fact the 'cello was quite overpowered once or twice. The answer
to this may be found in the use of
a wooden sound shell on the stage,
which may have caused the balance
to sound differently to the player
than to the audience. The Schumann Opus 70 was excellent
throughout and the balance was
much better. Each player drew excellent tones from his instrument
in the adagio.
The Brahms Piano Quartet
also very good. The three strings
balanced the piano very well excep
in the pizzicato sections. Although
the shell may have been responsibl
for erratic balance, it was a sue
cess in that it made the musi
sound more intimate as chamber
music is meant to. It seemed too
bad that such beautiful music
the Beethoven should have been
interrupted between movements by

Fee Is Only Twenty Dollars;
Quota For Course Is 20;
Two May Be Girls

The third course for instruction
towards a private pilot's license is
w getting underway. This course
to last both the spring and winter terms so the applicants will not
be rushed for time as they were
during the fall term.
For the first time, full credit for
a college course will be given for
is Training course.
There are several regulations
that have been changed for the
present course. Among some of
them are: a maximum of 45 fly
hours can be given, but the ministill 35 hours. The fee is
twenty dollars ($20), six for physical examination, five for incidentals
collected by the college (most
schools charge ten), nine dollars
for insurance, which not only covers
you in the air, but also between
the flying field and the school.
The quota is twenty, ten per cent
may be girls; if there are enough
applicants, chances are good for a
raise in the quota. All of the
ground school course will be held on
the Rollins campus since a good
part of the technical chapter on
motors, for which the Orlando Vocational School was used, is being
discarded. The applicants will only
Christopher O. Honaas, director have to go to ground school twice a
of the Conservatory of music, Rol week instead of four times as was
lins College, was among the repre- done in the last term.
Unless the improbable turns up,
sentatives of member schools at the
there will be no advanced C. P. T.
meeting of the National Assi
course at school this year; one reation of Schools of Music which
held at Cleveland, Ohio, December son for this is the disunity in the
C. P. T. since it has changed gov26-28.
ernmental department; another is
The National Association
Schools of Music, the only accredit- the fact that the type of ships needing body for music schools, has ed for this advanced training are
been organized for eighteen years being rolled off the manufacturing
line for air corps schools.
and numbers among its 122 me
The one consoling feature for the
bers the best schools of music in 1
students already holding pilot cerentire country. Rollins College
an Institutional member, and has tificates is the fact that the school
been affiliated with the group for may be able to offer a "refresher"
course, which allows the flier to g e t
nine years.
Mr. Honaas is a member of the something like fifteen hours at an
exceedingly reasonable rate.
Music Teachers National Assoi
All students interested in the prition and the American Musicologi
mary course should make applicacal Society.
tion to the Dean's Office so physical
examinations can be put out of the
way and the course can s t a r t
promptly on the first of February.
Contrary to common misunderstanding, there is no agreement
QUALITY FOODS
made by students binding them to>
military

Honaas At Meeting
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Food Shop

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
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There's a New
Softness in
Sports Fashions
by M U L L E N
Just as finely tailored by
this most famous of men's
shirt makers, but w i t h
that n e w "softtailored" look that .
has a fresh appeal \
this season. Easy
youthful fullness
in the semi-dirndl (
skirt, amusing giant
pockets and "little g i r l "
collar—that's the formula
for you to-day. W e suggest cool striped Gloucester chambray—it launders like a pocket h a n k y .
tail j
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given play, but because human beings like to gamble and ordinarily
continue to play their winnings back, they apparently have only about
one chance in 100 of coming out ahead, said the professor.
a regular 52There are 84,480,000,000,000 possible combinations
card deck, the goggle-eyed students learned.
In poker there is but one chance in 4,165 deals of getting four of a
kind, one in 694 of getting a full house, one in 509 of getting a flush,
one in 47 of getting three of a kind.
What started it all was the Dartmouth professor's problem in crapshooting: The caster rolls two dice and wins if (a) the sum be 7 or 11;
(b) if the sum be 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 10 and if this same sum reappears before seven is ever seen. To obviate the odds against the caster, a dishonest caster employs two dice, one true and the other loaded so that
a certain number always appears at the top. What should this number
be in order to give him the maximum advantage?
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The Intra-racial Club, coming
forth with its second meeting this
year. Will again assemble in the
Chapel, Thursday night a t 7:30
o'clock.
Scheduled to speak a t the meeting is John E. Hall, principle of
the Hungerford school. This school
educates negro boys and girls of
high school age, and it is the outstanding project of the inter-raci&l
group. Mr. Hall was himself educated at Rust College, in Mississippi. He became acquainted with the
Hungerford School and applied for
a position there when the school
was under the guidance of one
L. F . Hall, who upon his resignation suggested that John Hall apply
for the position of priciple.
Membership in the inter-racial
group is still open. Anyone interested in joining may attend the
meeting in the Chapel, Thursday
night a t 7:30.
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. . . . "But be contented . . . the earth can have
but earth, which is his due; my spirit is thine,
the better part of me."
— Shakespearean Sonnet LXXIV
Some of the joy and gladness that most of us experience on returning to college and old friends after
Christmas vacation faded when we learned with
shocked surprise t h a t Rollins and Winter Park had
lost one of its finest persons.
Mrs. Thurston Adams, who was apparently on the
road to recovery following a cerebral hemhorrage,
suffered a sudden relapse on Christmas night and
passed quietly away. Our first emotion and response
on learning of her death was one of unbelief. Somehow, it just didn't seem possible that anyone so vibrant, warm and so clearly sparkling with life and love
should suddenly pass on.
And those of us who had been privileged to visit
with "Doc and Martie" in their neat white home,
who knew how ideal and fine was their life together,
felt a pang of sorrow and inexplicable anger that such
a thing should be suddenly shattered. But if there
is an explanation of such tragedies, we don't see how
it could be more movingly or thoughtfully expressed
than in the following eulogy, delivered by Dr. Hamilton
Holt at Mrs. Adams' funeral services in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel on December 27.
"Friends and loved ones of Martha Adams: We
have come here this afternoon as the vesper shadows
lengthen, not to bid farewell to our dear one but to
bid her Godspeed on her voyage across the bar to
those who have gone before her.
"This is the blessed season commemorating the
birth of Him who wen about doing good. It is the season of faith, hope and charity, peace and good-will.
We are doubly moved, therefore, by the nearness as
of the four great mysteries — Birth, Life, Death and
the Resurrection.
"Martha Adams was a blessing to Rollms College
and Winter Park. She was apt at goodness. She had
both quality and simplicity, as have all truly good
souls. She had a fine, sweet air and that pride which
vaunteth not itself. She was gifted with an upright
mind and a sort of tender gaiety. The Kingdom of
God was within her.
"Her passing on Christmas night was as she would
have wished it — instantaneous, painless, and after
a perfect day — perhaps the happiest of her life.
"I called on her Christmas Eve. I shall never forget how she arose from her chair to greet me, her
welcoming hands outstretched, her voice completely
her own again, and her face wreathed in smiles — a
perfect picture of victory triumphant over the Valley
of the Shadow from which she had only just emerged.
"But now we see thru a glass darkly. Why should
she have been called away in the very zenith of the
glory of her womanhood? Why should she have been
taken from us when she was most needed? This is a
mystery that an all-wise Providence alone can know.
"But there is one great consolation open to us all.
It is faith — the only power known to us poor mortals
that can move mountains.
"If I were a painter and wanted to put this day and
hour on canvas, I think I would paint thru her tears.
Standing beside her would be Martha Adams in full
academic regalia, — symbolic of her vital membership in the Rollins circle, — her head erect, her eyes
to the future, and holding in her hand a diploma inscribed 'Summa Cum Laude.' The title of the picture
would be 'Commencement.' "
The. shock of Mrs. Adams' death had many repercussions, and the most serious one was its weakening
effect on her mother, Mrs. John Palmer Gavit. Mrs.
Gavit, who had been ill for some time, passed away on
Thursday, January 9. We didn't know Mrs. Gavit personally but as Martie's mother, she must have been a
great and generous person. She could have been nothing else. Last rites for Mrs. Gavit were held in the
Knowles Chapel, also. In the words of Dr. Hamilton
Holt, who remarked briefly on her life: 'She knew that
in order to find one's life, one must lose it.' "

This Collegiate World
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
The player's chance of being dealt a straight flush in a poker game
is only one in 64,974 times (if the deck ain't stacked).
And the chance of getting 13 spades in one hand in bridge is but one
in 700 trillion times, however many that is.
So figures an Eastern New Mexico college Ph. 0., professor in mathematics, following a Dartmouth professor's use in his class of chances
in a crap-shooting session.
Intrigued by the utilization of homely happenings in higher mathematics, the ENMC professor fascinated his students with problems
dealing with bridge, poker, and slot machines, with the slot machines
for once coming out at the losing end.
For students found that the slot machine offers a sure chance to lose
money.
Slot machines usually afford one chance in eight of winning on any

Just Sign Here, England!
From across the Atlantic for the second time within the
past quarter century, Britain proffers an empty pocketbook
to support please for financial aid from gullible Uncle Sam.
It seems that noble hearted England is always willing to adopt
a cause and jump willingly into the fracas just as long as
someone else can and will foot the bill.
The primary check to such loans is of course the Johnson
Act, which prevents the extension of credit to any nation still
financially indebted to the United States from the 11 billion
dollar spending spree of 1917. Or do you remember our money
and our men that made such a "safe democratic world?"
Naturally, the late Lothian's mission to Washington was to
deal with the legal technicalities that must be overcome before our financial hands can again be clasped. All indications
point to the Duke of Windsor's similar motive. Britain is in
dire need of money; we can supply her with that which she
needs. But is the investment one t h a t will pay ?
In the financial realm, on the secretary of treasury's report
is a five and one-half billion dollar debit marked against
Great Britain. Only a negligible amount has been repaid by
England in the past twenty years. This pittance payment
has been one made by victorious John Bull! Are we to toss
cool cash after a bad debt only to have England, should she
win again, libel us as Uncle Shylock when we begin to request pay ?
On the other hand, if we turn over Fort Knox to Great
Britain only to see her go down in defeat, our cause and our
cash as well would be lost. If England is sincere in her desire
to make solvent her credit, let's make a trade. To clear Morgenthau's books let's cancel the five and one half billion debt
for a hundred years lease on Canada and Bermuda. For further financial assistance let England turn over to us the Honduras and Guiana, the islands of Barbados, Grenada, Montserrat and Martinique, so vital to Carribbean defense, "for
the duration" and until her obligations to us are cleared.
If we must lend money to Britain, let's make no bones about
plucking from the English empire all of the crown jewels
that can be of service to us in the Western Hemisphere. There
could be no more appropriate or opportune time to do some
of the renowned Yankee trading than in 1941. Reprinted from
the Tennessee Collegian, Tennesee State College.

T h e Inquiring Reporter
By Charlotte Stout
WHAT NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS DID YOU MAKE?
Eugenia Vanderwater: "I swore to give up men."
Harrison Barnes: "I swore not to make any resolutions. Rules are
made to be broken
Charlotte Stout: "Tommie and I swore not to let anything ever come
between us."
Jeanne Dominick: "I promise to really and truly study this term."
Charles Gundelac, J r . : "I swear that I will not send Hester Sturgis any
more letters, card, or telegrams, and promise not to trail her around
campus."
Constance Carey: "I promise never to fall in love again. It costs too
much money." (phone calls, etc.)
Bill House: "I promise that never again will I drive to Florida unless
I can stop along the way and go to the movies."
Bert Schlegel: "I gave up trying to keep them."
Jimmy McHugh: "I really didn't make any this year, I could never keep
them."
Alice Newcomer: "I shall not indulge in retrospection."
Ed. Norris: "I gave up drinking for the year."
Rabbit Ci rry: "I am determined to make the honor role this term."
Bob Matthews: "I promise not to get a new permanent when this one
grows out."
Terry Dean: "Never again will I go down a ski jump on a dare."
George Estes: "Never will I leave Emile for two weeks again."
Bob Myers: "I did swear that I would get a picture of Loly, but now I've
decided that I like an empty picture frame better than her face
anyway."

Notice of Amendment
To the Members of the Board of Control,
Student Publications Union,
Eollins College
At the last meeting of the Student Publications Union it
Was suggested that the by-laws be amended to the effect that
the Editor and Business Manager of the " E " Book shall be
elected in February to allow them ample time to prepare their
book.
This matter will be voted upon by the Board of Control of
the Student Publications Union at its next meeting. Below are
the suggested recommendations to be voted upon. They may be
adopted as stated, or voted down, a t the pleasure of the majority of the Board. If the vote is in favor of these recommendations, they must be concurred in by a two-thirds majority vote
of the Student Council:
The Board of Control of the Student Publications union
recommends to the Student Council of Rollins College that
the following amendment to the by-laws of the Student
Publications Union be adopted: Article VIII, Section 2,
of the by-laws of the Student Publications Union is hereby
amended to read as follows: Elections shall take place
the third week in April, except for the editor and business
manager of the "R" Book, which elections shall take place
the second week in February.
The Board of Control of the Student Publications Union
also reccommends that Article VIII, Section I, of the bylaws of the Student Publications Union be abrogated for
this year insofar as the "R" Book is concerned, so that
candidates for editor and business manager of the "R"
Book for 1941-42 may file applications not later than February 1, 1941.
This notice is printed here in accordance with the Publication Union By-Laws, Article V, Amendment 129, and will have
to be passed upon by Student Council. The Publications Union
has already shown its approval.

Inter-Racial Clufc
Schedules Meeting
For Tomorrow Night

KA Pledges Gordon Laughead

• BUCKSHOT :
t ^ ^ ^ T H E R E ARE 99 COLLhfaES FOR MENU
146 COLLEGES FOR WOMEN AND 424
CO-ED INSTITUTIONS IN THE U.S.
INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL, NEGRO, JUNIOR
AND NORMAL SCHOOLS THE TOTAL IS 1.709-

Alpha Psi Chapter of Kappa Alpha Order takes pleasure in announcing the pledging of Gordon
Laughead, Sunday, January 12,
1941.

Chapel Staff has Florida Symphony Orchestra
First Meeting o f Opened Season Last N i g h t
1941 Winter Term
Chapel Drive, Free Meal and
Jewish-Christian Conference Discussed
The Chapel Staff had its first
meeting of the winter term Saturday, January 11, in the conference
room of the Knowles Memorial
The first part of the meeting was
held jointly with the Chapel Fund
Drive Committee at which time the
Drive was discussed, and members
of the committee were assigned students and faculty members to contact within the coming week.
At the conclusion of this meeting
the Staff proceeded with the business a t hand. Professor Trowbridge was welcomed back into the
fold and immediately contacted for
his contribution to tbe Rollins
Christmas Fund. Trow then asked
the Staff to have dinner with him
in the near future. The Staff and
Dean Nance accepted with great
gusto!
A Jewish-Christian Conference to
be held on the campus during the
coming term was discussed and
heartily endorsed. An informal report on the Christmas Fund Drive
was then given by Miss Adolfs.
Following a discussion of new
members, the meeting was adjourned.

Miss Helen Moore is Featured Minor was the composer's only conSoloist on First Program
certo and is a very famous one. It
is reputed by many music critics to
By Grace Gehron
be the best writing ever done for
Last evening in the Winter Park piano and orchestra, as one part is
High School Auditorium the Sym- never lost in the other as so often
phony Orchestra of Central Flor- is the case in Rachmaninoff. I t was
ida opened its 1941 concert series only fitting that Miss Helen Moore
with the playing of Anton Dvorak's should have opened the series play"New World" Symphony, Edvard ing this for she is a great favorite
Grieg's Piano Concerto in A Minor, of college and Winter Park audiand Ludwig von Beethoven's Fu- ences.
neral March from the "Eroica"
Symphony. This, the first of the
Beethoven's Funeral March from
four concerts to be given this win- the "Eroica" Symphony was played
ter, featured the ever-popular Miss as a tribute to Miss Mary Leonard,
Helen Moore as piano soloist and the founder of the Orchiestra and
heralded the return of Mr. Bloch as its chief patron, who died last Occonductor.
tober in New York. I t was indeed
The "New World" Symphony, a fitting- one.
written by Dvorak when he was in The Florida Symphony OrchesAmerica, was composed partly in tra, consisting of 57 pieces and havNew York, but most of the orches- ing one of the best string sections
tration work was done when he was in a long time, is in its 15th year.
in Iowa and homesick for his native It has grown considerably during
land. The symphony shows Dvor- this time and is fast becoming
ak's Bohemian background and his known all over the country. It is
great interest in national music. gaining wide recognition under the
There is, however, a definite use of able direction of Alexander Bloch,
the native material of the Negro its conductor for the past five years.
and Indian people; and the Largo
This year, because of the tremenmovement, much popularized today, dous appeal which last year's Gilhas tempted many a critic to de- bert and Sullivan's operetta, "Trial
scribe it as a plantation melody. by Jury", had, the orchestra collabThe slow introductory movement, orating with Howard Bailey of the
Tschaikowsky once said, made him Dramatic Department, is going to
think of the wide open plains of put on "Pinafore," as a benefit perIowa. Generally, the themes of formance sometime late in March.
this work are short and the music The other three concerts of the
resembles folk tunes; but the bril- series, one of which will be held in
liant orchestration and the unex- Orlando and the remaining two in
pected modulations make it a truly other parts of Florida, will be given
great piece of music.
on February 4, February 25, and
Grieg's Piano Concerto in A March 18.

In The Editor's Mail Bag
Winter Park Home Guard Unit,
Winter Park Memorial Post,
American Legion
December l l t h , 1940.
Dr. Hamilton Holt,
President, Rollins College,
Winter Park, Florida.

ter Park American Legion Post, a
letter inviting the students of Rollins to join the company in its regular drill which is held one evening
a week, Tuesday, at 8 p. m., a t
Harper Shepard Field. A copy of
this letter is enclosed.
The national preparedness program and the Selective Service Act
place a very definite responsibility
upon us all. Therefore, I believe it
would be wise for the Student Association to bring this invitation to
the atte ntion of all the men in the
student body and encourage them
to participate in this military drill.
There is no doubt but that it would
be of help to those who may be called for military service under the
Selective Service Act.
Dean Winslow Anderson

The Home Guard unit of the
Winter Park Memorial Post of the
American Legion respectfully invites the students of your school
to join the Company a t their regular drill held every Tuesday a t
Harper Shepard Field a t 8 P. M.
In the event men of your school
appear for instruction in military
drill a platoon will be organized
and named the Rollins Platoon.
The training your men will reeive will be of great benefit to
hem, if as and when they are calld up for selective training by the
United States Government.
AN APPEAL TO AMERICAN
Respectfully
STUDENTS
(Signed) Lester Harris,
Fellow Students:
Company Commander.
You know that the ancient
Greeks fought gallantly for human
January 11, 1941 freedom and saved it from Persian
totalitarianism on the field of
Sandspur Editor:
Marathon and the waters of SalaA number of students have con- mis. They died so that the demolted me concerning the p o s s i - cratic principles, which we now
bility of some military drill or hold dear, might be established as
training at Rollins. Since this would the structure of civilization.
involve a number of factors, inThe Greeks of today are fighting
cluding the securing of a proper valiantly with their allies under
drillmaster, the College has not tremendous odds, to save our
taken any steps to provide this Christian and democratic heritage
military training. However, just from Fascist and Nazi tyrants. Proprior to our Christmas vacation fessors and students of Greek colPresident Holt received from Mr. leges and universities, normal
Lester Harris, the commander of schools and gymnasia have been
the Home Guard Unit of the Win- called from their classrooms to

take up arms in defense of liberty.
"Liberty or death" is the slogan of
every Greek man, woman and child.
Today, we have written to each
American college and university
president asking that our appeal
for medical aid to Greece be conveyed to the faculty and the student body. We need not tell you
how heartening such a gesture
would be to Greek soldiers when
they learn that American professors and students accompany their
admiration for their courage with
tangible materials.
Will you fail those who are giving all that they have for human
liberty?
Will you let the call of the defenders of Democracy be just "a
voice crying in the wilderness" ?
Don't let it be too late. Make
your contribution today, however
small it may be. Your response to
this appeal will be deeply appreciated by the soldiers a t the front.
Greek professors and students will
never forget t h a t American professors and students came to their
aid in their darkest hour.
May we hope that you will t r y
your very best to help us ease the
suffering of those who are being
wounded in the modern battle of
Marathon ?
Sincerely yours
Chryst Loukas,
Executive Director,
Medical Aid-to-Greece
Committee.
P. S. Any person or persons interested in sponsoring such a project may get details from the
Sandspur Editor.
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TARS' BOBBY BETZ WINSDIXIE TOURNAMENT
A L O N G the Last Minute D r i v e B r i n g s
SIDELINES Lambda Chi 20-18 Victory
By Ted Pitman
A happy sporting year, fans!
Rollins leaves behind a very colorful sports year. 1940 was a banner year in Tar SDorts. Rollins was
both state and SIAA football
champions. The state baseball
champs came also from the shores
of Lake Virginia. The basketball
and crew squads were among the
best to wear the blue ana gold and
the intramurals brought out many
stars which have since graduated to
varsity competition.
This year also saw three tennis
stars enter school and carry the
blue and gold to fame on the courts.
The golf team received a boost
when the women's champ of Kentucky matriculated to Winter Park.
Yes, 1940 was a banner year in
Rollins sport.
What will 1941 bring?
Plenty of hard work for Jack
McDowall and his football boys to
round out a team that can stand
the loss of nine first-string men.
Possibly, at long last, a game
with Florida!
This year will be tough on crew
too, as Coach Bradley will have to
find a new stroke for the varsity as
well as jayvees.
The baseball team, if it can find
just two fair pitchers, should be
hot, for, except for Joe Justice and
Willie Daugherty, it is the same
outfit.
1941 should see the name of Rollins as a tennis college heralded
(Continued on Page 6)

Tiny Eddie Alloo in Giant
Killer Role to Gain Finals

Myers' Passing Features AH through and around several of his
Star Attack
opponents and team mates to score
By Jack Liberman
The 250 pectators who gathered
in the Sandspur Bowl to see the
defeated Lambda Chi Alpha touch
football team match power and
speed with a selected group of All
Stars got more than their money':
worth as the two teams battled OT
even terms right up to the final 45
seconds of play, when the Lambda
Chis, trailing 18-13, pulled the game
out of the fire with a last minute
touchdown.
With but two reserves against E
string of fresh All-Stars, the defending champions were hard put
to turn the tide and the very fact
that they came from behind to win
establishes them as real champs.
On the third down, with 9 yards to
go for a touchdown and less than
a minute to play, Dick Kelly faked
a pass to the left to Ed Weinberg
and then tossed out in the right flat
zone to Reedy Talton, who took the
ball on tbe dead run and just n
aged to stick one foot into pay dirt
before going out of bounds.
The victors were the first to
score, late in the first period, wh>
after an exchange of punts put the
ball on the Lambda Chi's own 38,
Kelly tossed a series of passes, the
last one to Albert, netting five
yards and a tally. Weinberg's pass
to Kelly was good for the extra
points.
The All-Stars came back in the
second period to almost even it up,
Myers tossed a long one to Wesson
from his 30, and Wesson dodged

Action-A-Plenty in the All-Star Game!

the All-Stars' first tally. Rodda's
pass to Wesson was no good and
the half ended with the score still
7-6.
The losers took the lead, with
Myers tossing a couple of passes,
one of which was taken by Rodda
for seven yards and a score. Rodda's pass to Myers was incomplete
for the extra point.
The Lambda Chis came right
back, however, when on the second
play after the kickoff, Ed Weinberg sliced his way beautifully
through tackle for fifty-five yard?
and a touchdown. Weinberg dropkicked the extra point.
Fighting back, the All-Stars once
again took the lead, just before the
third period ended. Myers, once
again, was the spearhead of the
attack with his bull's eye passes
Faking a run around right ent'
from the four, he turned and shot
a short one over the center to Este?
for a tally. Rodda's pass to Minor
for the point was just too short.
The fourth quarter saw no scor
ing until the very end. The bal'
kept changing hands, the All-Starr
fighting to keep their slim lead ant"
the champs trying desperately fo.
that score.
The vanquished almost had
tory in their hands when near
close of the first half, Rodda tried
a field goal, only to have it a foot
too wide, partly due to the angle of
the kick.
So the Lambda Chis established
themselves as real champions, but
not without a great fight by thi
opponents, who until this game had
never played as a unit before. They
took it seriously though for they
were out practicing all week and
were in there battling all the way
Kelly, Cram, Tolson and Weinbery as usual were outstanding for
the champs with Wetherell and
Talton, for the short time he was
in there, real help for their side,
The All-Stars had an array of good
players, by Myers Fleeger, Rodda:
Estes, and Minor were outstanding
and deserve special mention.

Rollins Entering
Six in Orlando
Tennis Tournament
Don Cram sprawls on the ground after blocking Bower Corwin (5) and
checking Bob Ferguson, (17). Dick Wesson's initial charge has carried
him past Kelly, who's all set to let that ball go. Eddie Weinberg and
Carrow Tolson watch interestedly; HeadLinesman Matthews gestures
anxiously.

Comin' Round the End, Makin' 90 Miles an Hour, is Jack Myers, (27)
with Fred Kasten steaming up behind him. The leg and head belong to
Kelly, who tagged Myers, went on to put perfect block on linesman
Dwight Johnson. Bob Ferguson (17) and Jack Liberman seem intrigued.

By Ted Pitman
The strongest and largest tennis
contingent that Rollins has ever
boasted entered the 14th Annual
Florida Tennis Championships at
Orlando this week. Led by Bobbii
Betz, who has just returned from
winning her second Dixie tourna
ment, and is favored to repeat hei
victory of last year at Orlando, tht
Tar team is favored to cause plenty
of trouble. Dot Bundy, newly-entered frosh, may also play for Rollins.
Chief of these trouble-makers
will be Eddie Alloo, who proved the
giant killing sensation of the Dixie
meeting and who is seeded in the
eighth slot of this tournament. It
is too much to expect the Tar's
mighty mite to repeat his thrilling
performances of last week but you
may be sure that he will give the
fans plenty of laughs and thrills.
Always colorful in victory or defeat, Eddie has won the fans with
his showman-like game.
Ed Amark, second half of the
Alloo-Amark team will play in the
singles, as well as teaming with his
partner for the doubles. Termed
one of the best doubles players in
the
country, this combination
should cause plenty of trouble.
Bob Davis and Bill Chick round
out the remainder of the Rollins
contingent and while these boys are
not expected to go far, the experience that they will gain should do
them a lot of good.

New Shop Opens

l p in the air goes Bud Albert to grab the ball for the first tally of the
game. Jack Myers, (27) moves in, as does George Estes and John
Fleeger (white shirts); Carrow Tolson and Pres Wetherell seem happy
but anxious, while Dick Rodda, (4), accompanies Fred Kasten unsuspectingly. Referee Green, (black shirt), watches.

Rollins girls returning frc
Christmas vacation, have been delighted to find a brand new shop,
The Blue Anchor, just a step from
the campus.
Frances Freeman, who had her
summer shop at Cooperstown, New
York, just oif the campus of the
Knox School, has had long experience in providing the sort of things
college girls delight in and will be
here for the balance of the season.
Hand Blocked Prints from British East India, the Island of Java
and pieces of Jewelry from other
lands are on sale. There is also a
table for men.

McDowall Starts
Grooming Green
Football Squad

Small, Smart and Sensational, Best Describes Tiny Ed Alloo, another
Roiiins Frosh, who upse Kramer, Grant and Riggs at Tampa last week.

Rollins Students Make Fine
Showing in Horse Show
Bower Corwin Wins Blue
Ribbon in Men's Horsemanship Class

Rollins Launches
1941 Cage Season in
Orlando Tonight

By Lillian Ryan
Before one of the most appreciative audiences in Orlando's Horse
Show history, Goodfellows, on December 15, 1940, presented their
fourt
hannual
program
that
brought 79 of Florida's best riders
and many of the State's finest
horses into competition at the
Orange Blossom Stables.
Despite the inclement weather,
sides, with the crowd overflowing
into the grandstand for the 10-class
program and exhibitions by the
prize horses of R. D. Keene, owner
of the host stables.
Rollins students, all pupils of
Mrs. A. N. Wheeler, of the Orlando
Stables, made outstanding performances in this show. Bower Corwin
won the blue ribbon in the Rollins
College Horsemanship class for
men and was awarded the white
in Gentlemen's Open Horsemanship, a closely contested event that
was won by Don Murphy, a classmate, who was second to Corwin in
the Rollins men's class.
In the Pairs of Pleasure Saddle
Horses Class, Priscilla Parker and
Phillip Reed captured first place,
while Lillian Ryan and John Hoeman won the yellow ribbon, third
place.
Ellen Chadwick won fourth place
in the Ladies' Open Horsemanship
Class, one of two Rollins student?
entered as competition against
older female equestriennes in Florida.
In the Rollins Women's Horsemanship Class, Betty Scott won
first place, Ellen Chadwick, second
place; Lillian Ryan, the yellow rib
bon in the third place; and Lolly
Phillips place fourth.
Bower Corwin won first place in
the Rollins Horsemanship Class
for Men; Don Murphy placed second, with John Homan in third
place and Phillip Reed winning the
white ribbon in fourth place.

The Rollins College Tars, off to a
late start, receive their first test
of the season tonight against an aggressive five from the Pensacola
Naval Air Base Station in the Orlando High School gym. Game
time is 8:15 o'clock.
Main threat of the Tars will be
the speed and floor play of June
Lingerfelt, Clyde Jones, Charley
Arnold and Dick Rodda, and the
sharpshooting of Shorty Phillips,
elongated center, who has been
good for at least 15 points a game
in past seasons.
Chief reserve strength for Rollins will be Carrow Tolson, slim forward, whose play has improved
with each practice. Tolson saw
some service as a reserve last year.
Jack Myers, a husky center, is an
experienced man, but was late in
reporting for practice.
Charlie Arnold of Grove land is
the only stating man who did not
play last year.
The Rollins starting five will consist of four 6-footers and 6-foot, 5inch Phillips.

"Wuthering Heights"
To Be Presented Here
The first dramatic presentation
the Annie RusseU Series thif
year will be "Wuthering Heights",
m January 31, and Feburary 1.
Merchant of Yonkers", previously
announced for these dates, will be
given March 14 and 15 instead.
The play was adapted for the
stage from Emily Bronte's novel
of the same name, and will be remembered by many from the screer
version.
Casting has not yet been completed, but Director Dorothy Lock
hart has announced that the lead
roles of Catharine and Heathcliff
will be taken by Cathie Bailey Coleman and Dudley Darling.

Betz Downs Sarah P. Cooke in
Straight Sets; Alloo
Trims Riggs

By Ted Pitman
Showing definite proof that she
is after the national women's crown
in earnest, Bobbie Betz turned in
one of the best matches of her carLoss of Eleven Seniors is eer to virtually blast the steady
Giving Tar Mentor Trouble playing Sarah Palfrey Cooke from
the court in straight sets, 6-4, 6-3,
to retain the coveted Dixie Tennis
By Sam Pugh
Faced with the task of filling the Championship held last week at
vacated shoes of the clever Rollins Tampa's Davis Island Tennia Club.
College graduating seniors, CoachDriving thruogh her early oppones Jack McDowall and Alex Waite ents with faultless precision, Bobissued the call for winter football bie's first real test didn't come unpractice, Tuesday, January 7th.
til the finals where the veteran Mrs.
The team which last year won Cooke found herself no match for
the SIAA championship, will have the vicious backhand shots of the
a green and inexperienced squad Rollins star. The volleying of the
for the 1941 season. The entire titian-haired Floridian was so terfirst string backfield composed of rific that the usual errorless Mrs.
Hardman, Bethea, Jones, and Cook was forced to make error after
Brankert, graduate, as do Little error.
All-American Lingerfelt, Knowles
This display of versatile power
and Brady, ends; Clanton and Law- by Bobbie was acclaimed by those
ton, tackles; Sedlmayr, guard; and high in tennis as a sign that she
Giantonio, center.
has served notice to the tennis
Coach McDowall finds nineteen world that the crown vacated by
of Assistant Coach Alex Waite's Alice Marble will be heir's next
Freshman team answering the call summer.
for Varsity service next year.
Alloo Sensation of Tournament
Ralph Chisholm, Red Harris, and
The top man in the tournament,
Jim Blalock, first year men, will as far as the gallery was concerned,
team with Billy Middlebrooks to wasn't the winner, handsome Frank
hold down the flank positions. Bob Kovacs, nor national champ Don
Steinfeldt and Reedy Talton, backs, McNeil, nor former champ Bobbie
have been converted into ends, and Riggs, but Rollins' little package of
are also fighting for varsity posi- human dynamite, Eddie Alloo, darktions.
horse sensation of the tournament.
Tackles stand three deep on each
Seeded at the bottom, Eddie
side and again some inexperienced brought the gallery to its feet when
players are making the strongest he scored his first major upset,
bids for first string standings. eliminating Jack Kramer, ranked
These men are: Phillips, Waite, sixth nationally.
Morris, Koulouris, Whittle, and
Still few thought Alloo would adBarker. Veterans Grundler and Dar- vance any further, for his next opnold, are at present holding down ponent was the defending Dixie
the guard slots, with Knight, Acree, champ, the veteran "Bitsy" Grant,
Scott, and Wharton as substitutes. who for years has been known as
Center Buddy Bryson has weight the giant killer of tennis. The Tar
and experience over Freshmen however, killed this killer 1-6, 6-4,
Green and Yopp.
6-4 in a match where he outsteadied
Bill Justice, spinner back, Paul Bitsy and drove his opponent into
Meredith, blocking back, and Dick the ground, to earn the right to
Curry, right wing back, have been meet former national champ Bobbie
working with both Eddie Weinberg Riggs, who holds the number two
and Sammy Pugh at the left wing berth in the national ranking.
back to form the first string backIt was in this Riggs match that
field. Quentin Bittle, who is recov- this wise-cracking little star really
ering from a shoulder operation, stole the crowd when he showed
will report for a wing back position them what a stout heart was hidden
later in this football session. Fred- in that small body. Coming from
die Caldwell, Monroe Griffin and behind time and time again the litDave Frazier, Freshmen, are also tle Tar forced his superior opponvieing for backfield positions on the ent into five sets and came ont of it
varsity.
the victor 4-6, 7-5, 4-6, 10-8, 6-3.
Every Saturday afternoon Coach to win the plaudits of the tennis
McDowall plans to split the squad world.
Even though he was blasted from
into two teams for an intra-squad
game. Two new men, Cizek and the courts in Sunday's finals by the
Sawyer, have come down from terrific and faultless pace set by
Asheville to fight for center and Kovacs who emerged the Dixie
backfield berths and Blackburn, of champ in straight sets 6-0, 6-3, 6-2,
Jacksonville, is an aspirant to an the Rollins star remained the out(Continued on Page 6)
end position.

COEDS in SPORTS
A Glance at Last Term's Activities
CREW—Only the Gamma Phi Beta crew wound up the season with
a clean record, of no losses. By virture of this effort, which inelnded
the best time of 2 minutes for the course, they remove the year-old
hold of the Independents from the clup and replace with their own.
The Independent crew stood second with their only loss to the champion's smooth stroking boat. The featherweight Alpha Phi crew nonaged
to take third, bowing only to the Gamma Phis and Independents.
BASKETBALL—A fast moving season with some of the best intramural basketball ever played ended in a three way tie for the championship between the Kappas, Thetas, and Independents. The remaining
three teams were, Chi Omega, Pi Phi, and Gamma Phi.
At the end of the regular season the three tied teams had each won
five games and lost one to one of the other three. Specifically the Kappas
lost to the Independents, who lost to the Thetas, who lost to the Kappas.
The round robin setup required that each team play the other two
again to determine the championship. In the mad rush of the very
last days of the fall term the extra games were played to no good end.
The result, if anything was more of a deadlock than ever, for each
team lost to the team it had previously beaten, and beat the team they
had bowed to in the regular tourney. So now with time devoted to other
sports it has been decided to let the tie stand and retire the basketball
cup to the physical education office for a year.
MINOR SPORTS—The tennis and golf tournament started toward the
end of last term are to be finished before the regular intramurals open
during the present term. Golf still has a couple of rounds to go. The
tennis competition has reached tbe finals which will be played between
Barbara Bryant and Bitty Cummin sometime soon.
OTHER SPORTS—Other intramurals this term according to present
plans are hockey and riding. Outside activities consists of annual Stetson sports day here early in either February or March, and m«re immediately comes the participation in the Orlando Women's Community
basketball league. The first game is tonight in the Orlando armory.
The outcome of all this competition is unpredictable as yet with nothing
to base forecast upon.
CLASSES—Regular classes in physical education began last week
when the most heavily registered, tennis, was handicapped by the
weather. Sixty co-eds designated their interest in the net sport by
taking it for credit. Popularity of others is as follows: Archery 27;
Six and one-half feet
Hockey 24; Golf 21, Riding 19, Modern Dancing 13, Folk Dancing 11,
towers Tiny, and it's easy for him Fencing 8, Canoeing 8, and Riflery 3.
to drop that ball in!

ROLLINS

Kappa Alpha to Celebrate Robert E. Lee's
Birthday With Memorial Chapel Services

Tolson Elected
FOOTBALL
Lambda Chi Head
ODDITIES
O F 1 9 4 0 A Carrow Tolson, '42, Baltimore,

Robert Edward Lee. They chose
him not as the brilliant leader of
the Confederate armies, not as tht
president of an educational institution, not as a Southerner, but
as the man in whom they saw their
ideals best exemplified.
For this reason, Kappa Alphas
the country over whether they live
in Maine or Louisiana, remember
the birthday of Robert E. Lee in
some manner.
The local chapter of Kappa Alpha is this year planning to observe next Sunday's chapel service
as a memorial service on Lee's
birthday. Jim Niver and Don Riddle will be the student readers and
John Powell, baritone, will sing
the offertory. Members of the undergraduate chapter and of the
local alumni chapter will attend the
service together.

Md., was elected President of
From An Assoc. Press Story
Lambda Chi Alpha at that fraterniBy Bill Boni
ty's last regular meeting. Tolson
NEW YORK — Being the first succeeds P. R. Kelly, '42, of Philissue of 1940's "Screwy News of lipsburg, N. J.
the Gridiron," which aims to prove
that football isn't all do-or-die,
blood and thunder:
..continued trom page 1)

Robert E. Lee was born January
19, 1807. Most of us remember him
as the commander of the Confederate Armies, strategists, for General
Lee can be classed as the chief
proponent of the lightning-thrusts
which have so completely revolutionized the offensive warfare of
today.
In the year 1865, Robert E. Lee
became president of Washington
College, now Washington and Lee
University at Lexington, Virginia.
December twenty-first of that same
year marked the founding of Kappa Alpha Order at this school, the
"mother of southern fraternities."
The four student founders, looking about for a man to stand as
an ideal figure possessing the personal qualities which they were to
set as a goal for their fraternity,
chose the president of their college,

• General MacArthur and Superman
(Continued from page 1)
Rod: My Gosh, what do you expect at an amateur college production?
(Superman is slumping again). There's a wonderful part: Where Prior
says, "The steward's sitting cross-legged high up in the rigging."
Super: Campbell may be good at being casual, but why must he remain casual now when he should be hysterical? As a matter of fact,
the whole cast is mighty calm for a group of people who've just found
out they're dead. What did I tell you about that Allen fellow? The
whole play hangs on this scene. It's too bad.
Rod: You'd criticize anything, Superman. I suppose you don't like
Betty Berdahl, either?
Super: No. As a matter of fact, Miss Berdahl's performance represents a great deal of very hard work. A studied, realistic characterization. I admit this audience seems to like it, but that doesn't necessarily
mean that it's bad.
Rod: Here's the part where Lingley decides it's all a dream. I think
that's really powerful! But I suppose, of course, you —
Super: My God! They did that only a little bit wrong. The timing was
almost right. Very good, very good!
ACT III
Scene I
Rod: Ha, ha. This is the funniest part of the play. It's too bad Jack
Hoar doesnt know his lines. He's a natural for the jovial, summertime clergyman.
Super: Mr. Hoar, I'm afraid, plays the part of Mr. Hoar much better
off stage than he does on. Ah, good, they're bringing down the curtain
before the scene is over.
Rod: That's probably Carl Fowler. He and Jack probably just have
cases of first night jitters. These little things will be ironed out by tomorrow night.
Super: Perhaps. (Superman slumps even lower in his seat).
Scene II
Super: This ending is the weak part of the play. I'm glad to see
Miss Turner and Mr. Murphy are holding it up nicely.
Rod: Oh, they are wonderful. When Murphy is supposed to be frightened, he makes me feel that he really is frightened. It even scares me.
Sue's final speech is superb!
End of Act II
Rod: Well, it's over. A pretty swell play. The story was an excellent
moralizing vehicle. The backlights for each act were beautiful, yet
the actors were clearly visible in front of them. George Cartwright, Jr.,
or someone deserves a bowl of brandy for that. It was certainly a very
novel and powerful view of death.
(Superman now slumps so low in his seat as to be invisible from the
audience).
Super: Such old bunk. Death is not really like that. There is no hell.
That comes in life. I know. As for the story, technically it is no story at
all — no conflict.
Rod: Oh, no. Technically, it is a story of revelation.
Super: Perhaps. (He simps once more).
Rod: Maybe Charles Steel's criticism has had something to do with it.
Boy, if this has been any sort of sign, the theatre at Rollins is certainly
looking up!
Super: Perhaps, but it still has a long way to go.
Rod: (turning toward Superman). Say, Superman, where are you?
My gosh, he's disappeared!
CURTAIN

Edmonds Is Chapel Speaker

F o r Good P h o t o F i n i s h i n g
Go to Studio of
Sunday, January 18, 1941, Rev.
Henry M. Edmonds, minister of the
Independent Presbyterian Church
PHOTOGRAPHER
of Birmingham, Alabama, wil speak
136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park
in the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Dr. Edmonds made a deep impression on those who have heard
him speak in the Chapel, and his
coming is anticipated with great
Church St.
pleasure.
Day Phone 75
The service will begin at 9:45
Night
Phone 319W
A. M.

L E O N A. P A G E

9 "New Yorker"

Lou Grant, after coaching at the
College of Puget Sound, went to
Eaton ville (Wash.) high school
this Fall to inaugurate football. It
didn't shape up as a very happy
assignment, since none of his candidates had played the game before.
There was one ray of hope. Grant
found one boy who took to the
game naturally. He was the only
one who didn't throw the ball like
a baseball, and he could kick, run,
tackle and block, Grant figured he
might build some sort of team with
one player and ten lads who a t
least were willing.
Came Friday afternoon before
the first game, and the coach
sought out his star-in-embryo to
find out how he felt.
"Oh, I feel great, Mr. Grant,"
was the reply. "But there's something I ought to tell you. If we
have games on Saturdays' I won't
be able to play—I'm a Seventh-Day
Adventist."
No doubt you've seen fights for
goal-posts break out into free-for11 slugging match. They had one
after the Muhlenberg-Lafayette
game. But the Muhlenberg band
quickly put a stop to that by the
simple expedient of playing "The
Star Spangled Banner."
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SANDSPUR

Ne York
the metropolitan area
assures us that the author has
shown an almost awing lack of regard for accuracy in aligning his
raliroad stations, Rod McArthur 1
"Professor Whitshaw and the 6:27
Rush," has been a source of hope to
those who think the sophomore buz1
saw has talent if he can only settL
down and direct his energies along
not more than fifty lines at once.
Apparently battling it out with
Perelman, Weidman, and other Ne
Yorker contributors for the Shet
Whimsy Prize of 1940, McArthur
has fabricated a bit of pleasing
nonsense concerning the efforts of
one Professor Whitshaw's efforts to
prevent the daily migratory rush of
the commuters to get home ,Greenwich, White Plains and South Norwalk!) via the 6:27 train. After
striving futilely to stem the tide
with barriers, gates and threats, he
finally resorts to machine guns and
when the movement persists, he
gives up in despair. Verdict: Crazy,
but pleasing.
]
As for the poetry; we lack both
space and inclination to discuss
most of it, although we liked Associate Editor Peggy Hudging's
"Matrix" and her "Evening Song."
'The Moment", by Tom Casey,
'Piece" by Miss Hudgings and
:
Dialogue", "System" and "No Seuel" by Elizabeth Miller all have
ome nice imagery and individual
ines, but as poems tbey were simply over our acknowledgedly lowly
eads. We liked "Prologue" by
ane Balch, too, including her line
'Pondering on my perSPecTive!"

For a graceful. exit from an uncomfortable position we give you
Wally Butts, coach at Georgia. After the Bulldogs' defeat by Mississippi, Butes accepted an invitation
to speak before Atlanta's Touch(Continued from page 5)
down Club.
They handed Willy the micro- sanding performer of the tournanent.
phone—and he immediately pushed
Ed Amark, another Rollins enit away at arm's length, saying:
rant was forced out in the second
'In my situation talking won't do
ound by Grant, as was the doubles
any good—especially loud talking."
.earn of Alloo and Amark who
.owed to the champ team of McPlaying against San Francisco Neil and Kramer.
Tony Compagno, sub halfback for
St. Mary's, faded back to pass. He
let fly. Pete Breceda, 'Frisco end,
SOCIAL SERVICE GROUP
batted the ball in mid-air. It bouncTO MEET
ed off the back of Joe Vander
There will be an important
Linden, Frisco guard—and
into
meeting of the Social Service
the arms of Compagno, who thus Committee at 8:15 in the Chapel
completed his own pass for an 8- on Wednesday evening.
yard loss.

Tiny Eddie Alloo

Inter-Racial Club
Holds First Big
Meeting in Chapel
Student and Faculty Members
Lay Plans for Year
The "Inter-racial Club" held its
first formal meeting of this college
year, in the Chapel, on Decemb
10. Committee activities during
the Xmas Holidays and the program
for future meetings were discussed
The purpose of the club is to bettei
the conditions of the various races
in this" vicinity. The club's chief
project is the Hungerford School
but there is also a Library Committee, Day Nursery
Committee
Grammar School Committee and
Playground Committee.

I bank book — people who are bigger
WE DON'T LIKE:
The shape of Rod MacArthurs than we are — cliches — Bob Ferarm-pit — Polly Rushtooth's de- I guson — John Homan's side burns
tachable ton — Aldine Baker's cor- I — Pete Crawford's dignity — Bob
set covers — Pete Crawford's dig- Ferguson —.
nity — the color of the sky —
Jack Harris' gall bladder — any I WE THINK:
(But not very often)
word over one syllable or moi
than four letters — Eddie Alloo: CAN YOU TAKE IT?
promiscuous ways (That one i
A certain Column Whose Name
good enough to repeat, just as : We Shall Never, Never Reveal reis) __ Sigma Nus, Lambda Chit cently made this remarkable reK. A.'s or X Clubbers — Gladys mark: "You're definitely wrong,
Evoy acting her age — clai
Rodda, you belong in the pew, not
books — Pete Crawford's dignity the pulpit — Please find your
— sophistocates, which includes pew." We can recommend that if
Whiston, Alloo, Murphy, Reed — Mr. Rodda is in search of a pew,
Anyone intelligent, which hits he need only take a good sniff while
Joanne Oakes, Jean Turner, Buck- reading A Certain Column Whose
waiter, Cram and Boulton — Anyetc.
one original or witty which includes TRIANGLES OF THE TERM:
Whitehead, Gregg, MacArthur and
Ellie Wynn, Mr. Wattles — and
France — Anyone who has quali- the Dinkie. Shorty Phillips, Samties we were never accused of hav- my Hardman — and June Lingering — Pseudo Janet Jones' pseudo- felt. Tiny Langford, Ellie Wynn —
pseudoness — Jews, Christians, and Roget's Thesaurus. June Reinminors, cafe society, or Christian hold, Carl Sedlmayer — and Ellie
Scientists — Pete Crawford's dig- Wynn. Mrs. Bonzhoff, Alden Mannity — the look on Ollie Barker's chester — and Carol Elliot. Glad
backside — People.
Evoy, Bob Whitely — and Boy
BUT WE DO LIKE:
Sout Troup No. 10. Ellie Wynn,
Bob Ferguson — Jeanie Van der Harper's — AND Robbies! Doris
Water — the flu epidemic — The Cohen, Jack Campbell — and Vesta.
Alpha Phis — Pete Crawford's dig- Hart, Schaffner, — and Marx. Carl
nity — People, to their face — the Fouler, Ellie Wynn — and Foul.
word "Pseudo" — Eleanor Wynn's Carler. Puss, Rye-an Gingerale.

Present at the meeting were
France, Dr. Clark, Dean Nance,
Dwight Johnson, Janet Harrington,
Ellen Chadwick, Dorothy Robinson,
Bob Burns and Jane Welsh.
During the holidays the Day
Nursery Committee arranged for an
Xmas treet at the nursery under
the chairmanship of Helen Jean
Fluno. The Library Committee is
to try and get books from the tourists and the students.
Bob Burns gave a report on the
wall murals which has been started
at the Hungerford School for Negroes. The students there are of
High School age, but have had no
previous artistic experience. Bob's
(Continued from Page 5)
class meets on Tuesdays and Fridays to try and help about six
negro boys and ten negro girls ac- from coast to coast. Rollins should
crue enough artistic skill so they boast the women's national tennis
may decorate the drab walls of •.hamp in Bobbie Betz. The names
their school.
of Alloo and Amark will be heard
Dwight Johnson, the chairman much around the tennis ch'cuit. The
said that in the future the club Rollins tennis team should be unmeetings would be held about once beaten.
a month but that he would call a
1941 will probably see the addispecial meeting if the committee tion of a t least two more tennis
had important matters to discuss. stars, one male and one female.
He also spoke of the possibility of
The golf team should enjoy its
obtaining Mr. Banks and a Hunger- most successful season in years.
ford school representative to speak
The eternal triangle of Lambda
at a future meeting.
Chi Alpha-X Club-Phi Delta Theta
Membership in the various com- should continue its struggle for the
mittees is still open. If you are coveted Gary trophy unchallenged
interested, attend the next meeting by the rest.
to be held on January 16 in the
chapel at 7:30. Dwight Johnson will
Intramurals open the new year
place you on your chosen commit-1 with a rush with track and field —
tee.
' (minus the track) first on the list,

• Along the Sidelines

This

with basketball soon to start and
crew coming the last week in February. We make no predictions as
yet but we do give the Lambda Chi's
the nod in track and basketball,
with crew an unknown quantity.
The first basketball game of the
varsity season is tonight and finds
Tiny Phillips on the sidelines with
a bad knee so the Tar basketeers
will have to go some to come out
on top of Pensacola. Those flyers
are always plenty tough!
The Sports Editor and writers
wish to take this opportunity to extend to Doc Adams their deepest
sympathies at his and Rollins'
great loss.
Rollins athletes, both varsity and
intramural, will long remember
Mrs. Adams for her cheery smile
and ever-present encouragement of
"good game, boys," whether it came
in victory or defeat.

bookTOBACCOLAND*U*S*A*

gives thousands
the facts

This Collegiate World
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Comes this week a dispatch from Kent, Ohio, that should, we rather
expect, start a howling storm of protest and contradiction:
"Co-eds are much less emotional than men students, if measurements taken by Kent State university psychology students are accurate.
"Using respiration, blood pressure and electric changes of the skin
as measurements, a man and a woman student were tested by university
psychology club members.
"Various types of music ranging from Artie Shaw's 'Night Ride' to
a DeBussey funeral march were played to stimulate emotion. With the
funeral march the man's breathing became much slower and deeper,
his blood pressure fell and his general body metabolism decreased.
When 'Night Ride' was played the man's blood pressure rose, respiration became shallow and rapid, and metabolism heightened. Under
Ravel's 'Bolero' each period of raised tempo brought a corresponding
rise in the student's body processes.
"But the young lady? Ravel and his trumpet blast hardly produced
a shiver. DeBussey left her cold as ice, and Artie Shaw made her only
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nblance to any column, living or dead, is largely coincidental)
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of smokers

like

about tobacco

yourself

and

lesterfields
MILDER,

BETTER

TASTE

l o t h e k e e n interest of t h e
t h o u s a n d s of m e n a n d w o m e n w h o
visit o u r Chesterfield factories, w e
o w e t h e idea of publishing t h e b o o k ,
" T O B A C C O L A N D , U. S. A . " I t is a
comprehensive picture story about
t h e growing, c u r i n g a n d p r o c e s s i n g
of t o b a c c o , telling y o u w h y C h e s t e r fields a r e MILDER, COOLER-SMOKING a n d
BETTER-TASTING.
rre are proud of the hundreds of letters
from smokers like yourself who have seen "TOBACCOLAND, U. S. A " Many have asked us to send
copies to their friends.
We would take pleasure
in sending you a copy—just mail your request to
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., 630 Fifth
Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Andy's Garage
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DID YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN SAVE

m

10%
at our cash and carry office.

Capt. JOHN M. MILLER,Ameri
No. 1 autogiro pilot and pioneer
of the world's only wingless mail
plane route between Camden,
N. J. and the Philadelphia Post
Office, is shown here enjoying
Chesterfield's new interesting
book "TOBACCOLAND U.S.A."

Complete Laundry Service
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS
Pressing While You Wait

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue
Opposite Hamilton Hotel

I
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ADDED — "SKINNY" ENNIS AND HIS BAND
PORKY'S HIRED HAND — CARTOON
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FRIDAY THRU MONDAY — FOX NEWS
& M v u t s Ton* ceo Co.

